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Review of the Week in Defense
Labor disputes in defense industries
brought Presidental action last week as
high union ofBciais backed the National
Dsfense Mediation Board and denounced
West Coast labor leaders for their re
fusal to accept recommendations of the
board.
Three strikes—loggers and mill work
ers in the Puget Sound area, machinists
in San Francisco shipyards, and em
ployes of the North American Aviation
Co. at Inglewood, Calif.—drew a sharp
resolution of censure from the CPM
Labor Advisory Committee, composed of
CIO and AFL representatives.
Murray takes a hand
Philip Murray, president of CIO,
charged O. M. Orton, president of the
International Woodworkers of America,
with "most reprehensible lying defama
tion" after Orton had defied the Media
tion Board in it5 plea to the Puget Sound
strikers.
"A continuation of the strike, under
existing circumstances," Murray said, "is
DO longer regarded as being directed
against the employers but rather against
the National Defense Mediation Board."
Boraxpriorities
Borax and boric acid—the latter
known to the layman as eyewash—were
put under full priority control because of
a temporary shortage caused by a sti-ike
at the American Potash and Chemical
Co. plant at Trona, Calif. The chemicals
have wide military uses.
OPM Director William S. Knudsen, in
a radio talk, said; "I am counting on the
unlimited emergency to turn the lights
on everywhere so that extra man-hours
of maclilne operation can be gained."
OPM Associate Director Sidney Hill-
man at the same time called upon labor
and management for extra care to guard
against accidents and "wise staggering of
work shifts" to absorb idle labor and
idle machines.
Nation looks to President
As the week ended the Nation looked
to the President to invoke unlimited
emergency powers to keep the wheels of
defense production turning.
Meanwhile, the Office of Production
Management took steps to forestall a
predicted shortage of steel. It Informed
the Iron and Steel Industry Defense
Committee that the government stood
ready to consider a plan for enlarging
the capacity of the steel industry by ten
million tons. Gano Dunn, OPM con
sultant- had forecast a deficit of 1.4 mil-
licn tons of steel in 1941 and 6.4 million
tons In 1942. An expansion of capacity
by ten million tons would cost a billion
and a quarter, he estimated.
Steel allocated
Tlie OPM also made its first allocation
of defense orders for steel—469,420
tons—to expedite deliveries and moved
to divert civilian sheet and strip metal
production into plates for ships, railway
cars, and other defense facilities.
As Secretary Ickes assumed the role of
oil coordinator, Dr. Robert E. Wilson,
OPM petroleum consultant, recom
mended 25 percent expansion in produc
tion of aviation gasoline to increase
capacity to 50,000 barrels a day within
18 months.
Power shortage foreseen
The OPM in a formal statement said
that "without civilian curtailment in im
portant areas" there will not be suf
ficient electric power to produce required
supplies of magnesium and aluminum
for military aircraft.
Anticipating a saving of 1.000 tons of
tin annually for defense needs, OPM
Production Director John D. Biggers
asked manufacturers of shaving, paint,
and adhesive tubes to reduce their use
of tin 70 percent by substituting alloys
or tin coating.
The OfiRce of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply placed a ceiling on prices
June 10, 1941
of a wide variety of scrap and secondary
material containing nickel—a vital de
fense material—and announced factors
to be considered in allocating iron and
steel products to essential civilian indus
tries.
President asks U. S. 0. support
President Roosevelt Issued an appeal to
the Nation to back the United Service
Organizations' campaign to raise $10,765,-
000 for operating 350 clubs where both
service men and civilian defense workers
can relax.
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, ending the
first lap of a tour of three Army Corps
areas, declared that the "hyphenated
American" is "out" and that the OfBce of
Civilian Defense will welcome the cooper
ation of every national group as "Ameri
cans."
Defense Housing Coordinator C. P.
Palmer said that more than 1.000 dwell
ing units and 390 trailers were opened





Manufacturers of plywood have been
requested to reduce prices from $30 to
$28 per thousand square feet on one-
quarter-inch plywall and to reduce all
other plywood prices In the same pro
portion, in a telegram sent to them by
Administrator Henderson.
The manufacturers were also requested
on all future quotations on Government
projects to allow the S percent jobber
discount to the Government contractor
as is customary on other lumber sales for
Government work.
Mr. Henderson stated that "unless this
Is done immediately, it will be necessary
to Impose a ceiling price."
Action by OPACS was precipitated by
a price increase of approximately 5 per
cent evidenced in bids received by the
War Department on June 3 for 60,000
feet of three-quarter-inch exterior ply
wood for delivery in Milan, Tenn. Pre
viously these companies had Instituted
an increase of 5 percent in September
1940. and one of 6 percent on January
1. 1941.
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President orders Army to take over
struck North American airplane plant
On June 9 President Roosevelt ordered
the War Department to take possession
of the North American Aviation plant,
after all efforts to obtain resumption of
v/crk had failed. Text of the President's
statement and the Executive order fol
low:
Statement by the President
Continuous production in the Los An
geles plant of North American Aviation,
Inc., is essential to National Defense. It
is engaged In the production of airplanes
vital to our defense and much of the
property In the plant is owned, directly
or indirectly, by the United States. Pro
duction in this plant has ceased because
of a labor dispute.
Conciliation was resorted to and ef
forts at conciliation failed. The dispute
was then certified by the Secretary of
Labor to the National Defense Mediation
Board.
The course of mediation has now been
interrupted in violation of an agreement
entered into by the bargaining repre
sentatives of the workers to continue pro
duction during the course of the media
tion. Pull stoppage of production has
resulted. This has created a situation
seriously detrimental to the defense of
the United States.
Because of this situation, as President
and Commander in Chief of the armed
forces of the United States, I have de
termined that this plant must be re
opened at once. I have therefore directed
that the Secretary of War shall imme
diately take charge of the plant and re
main in charge and operate the plant
until normal production shall be
resumed.
Calls on workers to return
Our country is in danger and the men
and women who are now making air
planes play an indispensable part in its
defense. I call upon the workers to re
turn to their jobs, with full confidence
in the desire and ability of this Adminis
tration to protect their persons and their
interests. I have an abiding confidence
in the loyalty and patriotism of the
American workers and I am sure that
they will seize this opportunity to co
operate in the national Interest. Their
fundamental rights as free citizens will
be protected by the Government and
negotiations will be conducted through
the process of collective bargaining to
reach a settlement fair and reasonable
to the workers and to the company. The
company already has stated that any
such settlement will be retroactive to
May 1st.
The Army has been directed to afford
protection to all workers entering or
leaving the plant, and In their own
homes.
Executive Order
WHEREAS on the twenty-seventh day
of May 1941, a Presidential proclama
tion was Issued, declarinp an unlimited
national emergency and calling upon ail
loyal citizens in production for defense
to give precedence to the needs of the
Nation to the end that a system of gov
ernment which makes private enterprise
possible may survive: and calling upon
all our loyal workmen as well as em
ployers to merge their lesser differences
in the larger effort to insure the sur
vival of the only kind of government
which recognizes the rights of labor or
of capital, and calling upon all loyal citi
zens to place the Nation's needs first in
mind and in action to the end that we
may mobilize and have ready for instant
defensive use, all of the physical powers,
all of the moral strength, and all of the
material resources of the Nation; and
"In Tiolation of an a^eement"
WHEREAS North American Aviation,
Inc., at Its Inglewood plant in the City
of Los Angeles, State of California, has
contracts with the United States for the
manufacture of military aircraft and
other material and articles vital to the
defense of the United States: and the
United States owns aircraft in the course
of production, raw material, machinery,
and other property situated In the said
Company's plant, and
WHEREAS a controversy arose at said
plant over terms and conditions of em
ployment between the company and the
workers which they have been unable to
adjust by collective bargaining: and
whereas the controversy was duly cer
tified to the National Defense Mediation
Board, established by the Executive
Order of March 19, 1941; and whereas
before the negotiations had been con
cluded before the said Board, and in vio
lation of an agreement between the bar
gaining representatives of the company
and the workers authorized to appear
before the Board and conduct the nego
tiations, production at said plant of said
aircraft and other articles and materials
vital to the defense of the United States
was interrupted by a strike which will
continue, and
WHEREAS the objectives of said proc
lamation of May 27.1941, are jeopardized ^
and the ability of the United States to •,
obtain aircraft essential to its armed
forces and to the national defense is seri?
ously impaired by said cessation of prq-.
duction, and
WHEREAS for the time being and un
der the circumstances hereinabove set
forth it is essential in order that such op
erations be assured and safeguarded that
the plant be operated by the United
States;
Directs Secretary to act
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, pursuant to the powers vested
In me by the Constitution and laws of
the United States, as President of the
United States of America and Com
mander in Chief of the Army and Navy
of the United States, hereby authorize
and direct that the Secretary of War im
mediately take possession of and operate
the said plant of North American Avia
tion, Inc., through such person or persons
as he may designate, to produce the air
craft and other articles and material
called for by Its contracts with the United
States or otherwise, and to do all things
necessary or incidental thereto. Such
necessary or appropriate adjustments
shall be made with respect to existing
and future contracts and with respect to
compensation to the company, as fur
ther orders hereafter issued by the Sec
retary of War shall provide. The Sec
retary of War shall employ or authorize
the employment of such employees, in
cluding a competent civilian adviser on
industrial relations, as are necessary to
carry out the provisions of this order.
And I hereby direct the Secretary of War
to take such measures as may be neces
sary to protect workers returning to the
plant.
Possession and operation hereunder
shall be terminated by the President as
soon as he determines that the plant will
be privately operated in a manner con





President Roosevelt on June 2 asked
Congiess to appropriate $125,000,000 to
build access roads and to strengthen




North American hearings recessed;
recommendations made in two cases
The National Ifefense Mediation
Board last week (June 1-7) unanimously
approved the actions of the panel In the
Puget Sound area lumber case, and made
public recommendations in the case of
bituminous coal and Columbia Basin area
loggers and sawmill operators. During
the week It also obtained certification of
three new cases, in one of which a strike
was postponed at the request of the
Board. Hearings in the North American
aviation case were recessed after 3'/a days
to allow the union representatives to re
turn to Inglewood, Calif., and persuade
their members to call off a strike which
had broken out in the meanwhile in vio
lation of an agreement made before the
Board.
To date the Board has received cer
tification of 39 cases. In 33 of these
cases, involving 633,483 workers, the men
have either returned to work as a result
of agreements, or postponed thi-eatened
strikes at the request of the Board. Of
the remaining 6 cases, one was returned
to the Secretary of Labor as outside the
Boaid's jurisdiction, men are returning
to work in a second at the request of the
Board, public recommendations have
been made in a third, hearings have not
opened in a fourth, and two are pending.
North American AviatioD
Hearings opened on the North Amer
ican Aviation case on June 2. Represent
atives of the United Automobile Work
ers of America, CIO, the union involved,
had agreed to postpone a threatened
strike pending the Board's consideration
of the case. After 3 days of hearings,
and in violation of this agreement, a
strike was called at 3 a. m. Thursday
morning, June 5. by the president of the
union's local in Inglewood, Calif. At 6
a. m., company officials closed the plant
and ordered employees not to retiu^n to
work.
The union representatives present In
Washington thereupon informed the
Board that this strike had been called
despite their urgent pleas to the con
trary and asked that hearings be re
cessed to allow them an opportunity to
return to California and persuade the men
to go back to work. The Board acceded
to this request
Twin District Council
In accordance with a telegraphic re
quest signed by C. A. Dykstra, chairman
of the Board, and Philip Murray, as a
member of the Board and as president
of the Congress of Industrial Organiza
tions, O. M. Orton, president of the In
ternational Woodworkers of America,
CIO, appeared at the Board's office on
Tuesday, June 3, to explain his failure to
resubmit the Board's recommendations in
the Twin District Council case to 20,000
striking loggers and sawmill workers in
the Puget Sound area. Present at this
meeting were Mr. Dykstra, Mr. Murray,
and John Brophy, CIO member of the
panel which heard the case, and the IWA
representatives present in Washington
for the Columbia River Basin case, which
was being heard by the Board. Accept
ance of the Board's recommendations of
May 23 in the Twin District Council case
was urged upon Mr. Orton.
The following day, Mr. Orton informed
the Board that he would return to the
State of Washington and report the sub
stance of his conversations of the previ
ous day during which certain points in
the Board's recommendations had been
clarified. Shortly after leaving the
Board's office, Mr. Orton issued a state
ment defying the Mediation Board.
The next day, following an all-day
session of the full Board, a statement
was released unanimously approving the
findings and recommendations of the
panel which had heard the dispute. This
statement pointed out that "the recom
mendations providing for higher wages
and improved working conditions were
made to bring about immediate resump
tion of production upon a fair and equi
table basis pending a full investigation
of the facts by an impartial commis
sion. The emergency declared by the
President demands that prompt action
be taken. No injustice can result from
anyone following the suggested proce
dure. It is expected that upon a proper
understanding of the situation the work
ers will accept these impartial recom
mendations which involve substantial
immediate benefits to them."
Mr. Murray as President of the CIO
also issued a statement in which he said,
"It is the considered calm Judgment not
June 10, 1941
only of myself but of all CIO repre
sentatives who are either members, or
alternate members of the National De
fense Mediation Board, that the inter
ests of the IWA will be better served by
accepting the recommendations of the
Board. A continuation of the strike,
under existing circumstances. Is no
longer regarded as being directed against
the employers, but rather against the
National Defense Mediation Board."
Mr. Murray then strongly urged that
meetings be held at the earliest possible
date to consider his recommendations to
return to work.
Columbia River Basin Area loggers
A few hours before these state
ments were issued, Charles E. Wyzanski,
Jr., chairman of the panel which had
been hearing the case of the Columbia
Basin area loggers and the IWA since
May 28, made public the recommenda
tions of the panel. The parties had
reached an agreement by collective bar
gaining on all the points at issue except
that of union security. The recommen
dations of the panel on this point called
for a maintenance of membership
clause, a clause under which the employer
agrees to recommend union membership
to all new employees after a probationary
period of 40 days' work, and a clause
calling for first consideration of local
unemployed members of the union when
new employees are hired.
Mr. Wyzanski announced that the
terms of this agreement were nearly
identical with those contained in the
recommendations which had been re
jected by the IWA in the Twin District
Council case. However, in the Columbia
Basin area case the representatives of
the logging and sawmill operators and
of the IWA agreed to recommend ac
ceptance of the agreement reached and
the findings of the panel. The men have
been at work while the hearings were In
progress, having postponed a threatened
strike at the request of the Board.
"I think it is the unanimous opinion
of the panel," Mr. Wyzanski told the
press, "that we have never dealt with a
group representing either management
or labor which has been more coopera
tive and acted more in the spirit of the
President's proclamation than the group
we have before us now."
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Bitomisous coal
On Thursday, June 5, the Board de
livered to the United Mine Workers and
the northern and southern operators its
findings and recommendations in the bi
tuminous coal dispute—a 26-page docu
ment on which the panel had been work
ing day and night since May 24. The
panel, composed of William H. Davis,
Walter Teagle, and Clinton Golden, gave
the parties until 6 p. m., Monday, June
9, to accept or reject these recommenda
tions.
Tile principal points were as follows;
Elimination of the 40-cent differential
in basic daily wage rates.—Only one-
sixth of the existing differential in wages
between the northerly and southerly
portions of the Appalachian area was in
dispute—that part affecting those work
ers around the coal mine who are paid
on a daily, rather than a per-ton, basis.
Tlie men who actually mine coal and
load it on cars in the mine are paid by
the ton. The differential In that tonnage
rate—which represents roughly 15 cents
out of a total differential of 18 cents per
ton in favor of the southern operators—
Is therefore left unchanged.
After careful examination of all the evi
dence placed at its disposal, the Board
found that an addition of 3 to ZV2 cents
per ton in labor costs would not subject
the southern operators to an unendurable
competitive burden. It therefore rec
ommended the elimination of the 40-cent
differential in the wage of those miners
paid by the day, thus bringing their basic
daily wage rate up to $7 in the southerly
as well as the northerly portion of the
Appalachian field.
2. Elimination of the "reject clause."—
Under this clause the miner is paid only
for the clean coal which survives a
cleaning and marketing plant, rather
than for the amount which he digs or
loads. The Board found that this had
led to penalizing both miners and oper
ators with the most efficient cleaning
equipment and recommended that this
"reject clause" be eliminated, subject to
local agreement to avoid injustice being
done to some operators with substantial
Investments In cleaning equipment.
3. Vacations with pay.—The Board
recommended acceptance of the 10-day
vacation already agreed upon by the
northern operators and the union. The
Board recommended, however, that there
be no vacation this summer unless the
industry makes up in the meantime the
estimated 15,000,000 tons lost during the
April stoppage.
4. Memorial days.—^Tlie Board recom
mended elimination of the clause allow
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ing the United Mine Workers to stop pro
duction on memorial days to call public
attention to the death of miners killed
by mine accidents.
5. Seniority.—The Board recom
mended that miners displaced by tech
nological improvements be given pref
erential rehiring status vrithln the same
residential area.
6. Script.—The Board recommended
that the abuse of discounting script be
eliminated.
The first of the three new cases cer
tified last week was that of the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corporation, San Francisco,
where a strike of 5,000 members of the
Bay Cities Metal Trades Council of the
APL has been in progress since May 10.
Two hours after receiving certification
of this case on June 2, the Board wired
the parties and requested that in the
spirit of the President's proclamation of
unlimited national emergency and in the
interest of national defense they "show
their patriotism by taking the necessary
steps to Insure the immediate resumption
of production pending the Board's con
sideration in the matter." It was pointed
out in the telegram that since the unions
involved and the company had accepted
the Pacific zone standards, these stand
ards were not involved in the certification
of the case. The Board set a hearing for
June 12. At the close of the week, most
of the men. in response to the Board's
request, had retui-ned to work.
The second new case was a dispute be
tween the Aluminum Co. of America at
Cleveland, Ohio, and Local 55 of the Na
tional Association of Die Casting Work
ers, CIO. A strike, threatened for mid
night June 4. which would have Involved
4,500 workers, was postponed at the
Board's request. Hearings were set for
June 9.
The third new case was a strike since
May 27 at the Plalnville. Conn., plant of
the Marlin Rockwell Corporation whose
total production of ball bearings Is being
used for national defense. The Board
wired the company and the United Auto
mobile Workers, CIO, the union involved,
to take "whatever steps are necessary to
secure the Immediate resumption of pro
duction" and promised an early hearing
of the case.
On June 7, the Board wired both par
ties in the American Potash and Chemi
cal Co. case requesting release of 40 tons
of potassium chloride to a representative
of the Navy Department on June 9, on
the condition "that the employees will
load these materials without remunera
tion and that the company will donate
any profits accruing to It under this




M. J. Kane, assistant chief of field
operations, Labor Division, OfBcer of Pro
duction Management, told the Interna
tional Association of Public Employment
Services, June 4, at Denver, that a min
imum of 1,300,000 additional men and
women would have to be employed In
major defense industries between now
and the end of 1941. Of these, he stated,
285,000 would be needed in ship produc
tion, 250,000 in the production of tanks
and guns, 100,000 in the production of
munitions, and 400,000 in the production
of airplanes.
Skilled men nearly all absorbed
"We have already absorbed practically
all the craftsmen and highly skilled
workers not regularly engaged In non-
defense activities," he said. The U. S.
Employment Service, he said, has pointed
out that a considerable list of high skills
had already developed for which few or
no unemployed workers were registered.
The remedy, he stated, in addition to the
diversions of already employed workers
to defense production, lay In a threefold
program of training upon which no time
must be lost.
The three phases of the program he
outlined as follows: (1) The upgi'adlng of
skilled workers to a point where each
does the highest type of work of which
he is capable: (2) the training of new
or semiskilled workers to special opera
tions; and (3) the augmenting of the




The strength of the Army of the
United States was estimated June 6 at
1,362,300 ofBcers and enlisted men, as
follows:
Officers: Regular Army. 14,000; Na
tional Guard, 21,800; Reserve officers,
49,500; total. 85,300.
Enlisted men: Regular Army, 3-year
enlistments. 470,000; Regular Army. Re
serve and 1-year enlistments, 18,000; Na
tional Guard in Federal Service, 269,000;
Selective Service Trainees, 620.000;
total, 1,277,000.
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Board unanimously approves panel's
stand in Puget Sound lumber strike
mitted at the regular meeting of the
Board and were unanimously approved.
The recommendations providing for
higher wages and improved working con
ditions were made to bring about imme
diate resumption of production upon a
fair and equitable basis pending a full
investigation of the facts by an impartial
commission. The emergency declared by
the President demands that prompt ac
tion be taken. No Injustice can result
to anyone from the suggested procedure.
It is expected that upon a proper under
standing of the situation the workers will
accept those impartial recommendations
which involve substantial immediate
benefits to them.
The members of the Board who were
present at the meetings June 6 included
C. A. Dykstra, Board chairman; William
H. Davis, vice chairman; Prank Graham,
George W. Stocking, Charles E. Wyzan-
ski, Jr., and Walter P. Stacy, representing
the public; Philip Murray, Thomas Ken
nedy, Clinton Golden, George Meany,
James Wilson, and Robert F. Watt, rep
resenting labor; Walter C. Teagle, Eugene
Meyer, Roger D. Lapham, Cyrus Ching.
Charles E. Adams, John Connelly, and
Gerard Swope, representing employers.
★ ★ *
After an all-day meeting, the National
Defense Mediation Board on June 6 made
the following report to the public con
cerning the facts, issues, and actions of
the Board in the case of the dispute be
tween the Employers' Negotiating Com
mittee of the Puget Sound area in the
State of Washington and the Interna
tional Woodworkers of America, CIO:
The National Defense Mediation Board
today unanimously approved the findings
and recommendations of the panel of the
Board which heard the dispute between
the Employers Negotiating Committee,
representing 52 employers in the Puget
Sound lumber industry, and the Interna
tional Woodworkers of America, repre
senting about 12,000Puget Sound workers.
The recommendations are designed to
do three things: First, to secure the im
mediate resumption of production upon
the basis of an equitable temporary set
tlement: second, to institute at once
thereafter a study of the entire question
by an impartial commission whose report
will furnish the basis for further nego
tiations and a permanent settlement: and
third, to protect the interest of the em
ployees during the period of this study
by providing that any benefits granted
in the permanent settlement shall be
retroactive to the date work is resumed.
The issues
When the employers and the union
came before the Board they were in dis
agreement principally on four points:
Union protection, wafjs, vacations, and
piece work. On these four points the
following were the original views of the
parties and the recommendations made
by the panel and endorsed by the full
board.
On union protection, the union wanted
a closed shop with a union hiring hall.
The employers at first opposed anything
beyond the requirements of the National
Labor Relations Act but later offered to
accept the terms of the Snoqualmie Fails
settlement applying to another group of
workers in the same industry in the
Northwest. The Board, taking into ac
count settlements in the same area rec
ommended that, first, every present em
ployee who belongs to the union and
every future employee who joins the un
ion shall, as a condition of employment,
maintain union membership in good
standing and, second, the employers shall
recommend that new employees shall join
the union within forty days after being
employed. This is substantially the same
provision that has been accepted by rep
resentatives of the parties in the Colum
bia River Basin case, and that has been
overwhelmingly ratified by the workers
in the Snoqualmie case In April 1941.
The wage question
As to wages, the union asked IV2 cents
an hour increase for every employee.
The employers were willing to raise
wages, but not to the extent that the
union asked. The Board found that in
October 1940, the employers had raised
wages 4 percent in some classifications
and 5 percent in others, and in December
1940 had further raised wages 2'/a cents
per hour per man. The Board recom
mended that the wages should be again
increased so that every class of workers
should receive 12y2 cents an hour above
the rate prevailing in September 1940.
This brings the wages into line with those
agreed upon In the Columbia River Basin
case on June 5, 1941.
As to vacations, the union asked for
a retroactive vacation with pay clause.
The employers were reluctant to grant
any vacation with pay in view of the wage
increases. The Board recommended
that provision should be made for va
cations with pay to be effective In 1942
and to be included in the contract now to
be negotiated.
Settlement was to be retroactive
The questions of piece-rate compensa
tion presented complicated issues which
cannot be briefly summarized and which
could not be promptly solved by the
Board. The Board, therefore, recom
mended that it should at once appoint
a commission to study that problem to
gether with the three other problems as
to which temporary solutions had been
recommended and also numerous related
labor and industrial problems in the
Douglas fir belt. Hie recommendations
of the commission are to be the basis for
a report to the Board and for collective
bargaining between the parties. The
final settlement is to be retroactive to the
date work is resumed. When work is re
sumed the Board will direct the commis
sion to report within 60 days.
Board approval is UDaoimous
The recommendations of the Board
members who heard the case were sub
Venezuela sets up
trade council
Nelson A. Rockefeller. Coordinator of
Commercial and Cultural Relations be
tween the American Republics, an
nounced June 6 the membership of the
Venezuelan National Council, the tenth
of 21 councils being set up by the Inter-
American Development Commission.
The Venezuelan Council is headed by
Dr. Oscar Augusto Machado, Director de
la CompafUa An6nlma La Electricidad
de Caracas. The other members Include:
Alfredo Brandt, as vice chairman
(Senor Brandt is Presidente del Banco
Mercantil y Agricola): R. Tello Berriz-
beitia, Director-Gerente de la Compafiia
An6ntma Nacional Manufacturera de
Caucho y Neum&ticos General, and Di
rector del Banco Central; Andres Sucre,
merchant and Director del Banco Cara
cas; Pedro I. Aguerrevere, geologist and
former Director del Banco Central; Julio
Planchart. as general adviser to the
council (Seiior Planchart is Director de
Politlca Econdmica en el Ministerlo de
Relaciones Exteriores); J. A. Calcafio,
Jefe de la Oficina del Comercio Exterior
en el Ministerlo de Relaciones Exteriores.
Senor Calcafio is secretary of the
Council.
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LABOR...
Policy Committee condemns three strikes
and "union officials guilty of them"
Sidney Hillman, Associate Director
General, OfBce of Production Manage
ment, issued June 6 the text of a reso-
Jution adopted that day by the Labor
Policy Advisory Committee, Labor Divi
sion, OPM. The text follows:
Shipyard strike
Whereas, Lodge #68 of the Interna
tional Association of Machinists has
called and continued a strike in the ship
yards and ship repair shops in the San
Francisco Bay area, together with the
local union No. 1304 of the Steel Workers
Organizing Committee in the same area,
and
Whereas, this strike Is in direct and
flagrant violation of valid existing con
tracts entered into in accord with estab
lished collective bai^aining procedure
under which Lodge #68 has operated, and
Whereas, this strike seriously retards
and menaces the construction of ships
crucial to national defense, and
Airplane strike
Whereas, ofBcers of local union #683
of the United Automobile Workers of
America, during the progress of negotia
tions before the National Defense Media
tion Board, and in complete and irre
sponsible disregard of proper trade-union
practice, have instigated a strike in the
North American Aviation Co. plant at
Inglewood, Calif., and
Whereas, this strike does immediate
and irreparable damage to the vital and
important plane production program for
national defense, and
Lambermen's strike
Whereas, ofBcers of the International
Woodworkers of America have unjustifi
ably continued a strike of lumbermen and
loggers In the Puget Sound region, and
Whereas, these same oflBcers have is
sued violently false and inflammatory at
tacks upon the National Government and
its agencies, and
Whereas, this strike threatens to in
terfere dangerously with national de
fense, and
Whereas, these several actions reflect
adversely upon the Integrity and patriot-
Ism of the American labor movement,
and are directly contrary to the best in
terests of American labor and this Na
tion. and in essence reject the appeal by
the President of the United States that
labor cooperate with agencies of the Na
tional Government for adjusting disputes
in defense industries.
Endorsement of President
Now, therefore, be it resolved: That the
Labor Policy Advisory Committee of the
Labor Division. Office of Production Man
agement. wholeheartedly endorses and
supports the appeal by the President of
the United States that Nation-wide ma
chinery for concUiation and mediation be
employed "to prevent interference with
production of materials essential to our
Nation's security," and
Denouncement of "guilty" officials
Be it further resolved that the Labor
Policy Advisory Committee unqualifiedly
condemns and denounces the foregoing
strikes and the union ofBcials guilty of
them, and
Be it further resolved that we do here
and now appeal to all legitimate union
groups in the country to join with us in
this condemnation and urge strongly
upon public-spirited officers and members
of the unions affected by these above-
named strikes that they themselves take
action to terminate these stoppages and





In the third of the series of field trips
to the Nation's major industrial centers
to quicken defense production, further
the subcontracting program and speed
up the work of supplying trained man
power to defense industries. Associate
Director General Hillman held a number
of conferences in Philadelphia June 5.
The meeting covered defense produc
tion in the eastern Pennsylvania and
southern New Jersey areas and was at
tended by representatives of Federal and
State labor-training and supply agencies,
leading representatives of the important
defense industries of the area, and lead
ers of organized labor, including both
AFL and CIO.
Key men in defense industries
to be released from Army
The War Department announced June
5 that a soldier who held a key position
in the defense industry prior to his In
duction or enlistment and whose services
are now required by his former employer
by reason of the expansion of industrial
activities or the shortage of skilled em
ployees in his classification, may be re
leased from military service to enable him
to return to his civilian position.
Before a soldier will be released in pur
suance of this policy, it must be estab
lished to the satisfaction of the War De
partment that he is in fact a key man
specifically needed in the production of
essential items or in the operation or
maintenance of essential utilities or serv
ices and that there is a shortage of tech
nicians in this category. The employer
requesting a soldier's release must agree
to reemploy the soldier immediately upon
his release from the military service.
The action taken by the War Depart
ment will depend upon the merits of each
case and upon the needs of the military
service. No blanket classifications or re
leases by groups are contemplated. The
policy will be administered by the Under
Secretary of War.
Three classes of men aiTected
Three classes of enlisted men are af
fected by the new policy. Enlisted men
of the Regular Army and Trainees in
ducted under the Selective Service Act,
if released from active military service,
will be transferred to the Enlisted Reserve
as Occupational Specialists. Since no
provision exists whereby National Guard
enlisted men may be transferred to the
Enlisted Reserve, they will be honorably
discharged.
Men transferred to the Enlisted Re
serve may be recalled to active military
service in event they leave their key po
sitions or otherwise become ineligible for




The modern Army horse is being
streamlined by breeding to keep pace
with the mechanization of the militaiT
forces, a War Department report re
vealed June 8. In rough terrain, where
mechanized units would be stalled, the
horse cavalry and artillery combat units
represent the most flexible, mobOe bat
tle fire power.
★ DEFENSE ★
Delays in replacing tankers expected to
force "moderate" cut in petroleum use
Pipe lines and ships projected to re
place the carrying capacity of tankers
transferred to Britain would take about
a year to build, Dr. Robert E. Wilson,
OPM petroleum consultant, said June 4.
Speaking before the Society of Automo
tive Engineers at White Sulphur Springs.
W. Va., he said that it appears "moder
ate" curtailment of east coast civilian
petroleum consumption will be necessary
this summer and fall and that studies
are being made of how to accomplish
this. Excerpts follow:
Both the Office of Production Manage
ment and the industry have been aware
since last summer, long before diversion
to British service was contemplated, that
there was a tight situation in tankers,
and by early last fall orders had been
placed for 75 new tankers. However, be
cause of the overloading of shipyards
with Navy and other cargo business, it
has been possible to schedule only 28 for
completion during 1941, which was barely
enough to meet the prospective growth
In demand plug Navy needs. Several
Petroleum coordinator
extends reporting system
Extension of the monthly reporting
system under the Cormally Act to oil-pro
ducing areas not now included In the
reporting practice in three important oil
States was announced last week by Secre
tary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes, Pe
troleum Coordinator for National
Defense.
The areas to be covered by the exten
sion are the Gulf coast and Texas and
certain fields in west Texas, all of Louisi
ana. and the substantial producing areas
of New Mexico.
In these areas, monthly reports will be
required from producers, transporters
and storers. and refiners of petroleum.
♦ ★ ★
Emergency items for production
to be shipped by air
The War Department acted June 3 to
speed national defense production for the
Army by completing plans for air express
shipment of emergency items to any point
in the United States, and to Central and
South American ports.
weeks ago the Maritime Commission au
thorized the building of new yards to be
devoted solely to the bxiilding of tank
ers, and ordered construction of 72 new
tankers in these yards. The first of
these will be available about the first
of next year.
Cole bill would speed pipe lines
The industry and the Office of Produc
tion Management also have been urging
strongly ever since August 1940 that
rights-of-way be granted for two large
pipe-line projects into the Southeastern
States which the industry was ready to
build, but these were blocked by railroad
opposition and the surprising refusal of
the Georgia Legislature to enact the
needed legislation in spite of urging by
the President, the Secretaries of War,
Navy, and Interior, and by the OPM. It is
hoped that this situation will be cleared
up very soon by the passage by Congress
of the pending Cole bill, which will give
Federal rights-of-way to interstate car
riers certified by the President as being
Campaign pledged to save oil
by increasing burner efficiency
The Oil Burner Institute, representing
manufacturers of oil-burning equipment
and their dealers, last week pledged to
Petroleum Coordinator Ickes a campaign
to save substantial amounts of heating
oil In the national emergency by bring
ing about more efficient use of heating
equipment in American homes, buildings,
and factories.
By bringing up the efficiencies of exist
ing oil-burner equipment to or above the
commercial standard set by the Bureau
of Standards, the Institute declared, a
saving of 25 to 30 percent in heating oil
could be effected in the Atlantic coast
area. This would amount to some 14.-
000,000 to 17,000,000 barrels per season,
it said.
Jobbers, distributoi's, and service agen
cies for oil-burning equipment will be
asked by vhe Institute to pledge that they
will attempt to get their customers to
put theii- equipment in condition to op-
crate at maximum efficiency, Coordi-
liator Ickes was told. The Institute as
sured him that every effort will be made
to have this work done at cost.
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in the interests of national defense. This
also will make possible the construction
of at least two other major pipe-line
projects which the industry is ready to
build, bringing the total expenditure for
new pipe-line projects to relieve the
tanker situation, and to be financed by
the industry, to well over $100,000,000.
However, the delay already suffered is
irreparable, and the larger of the proj
ects now needed to cover the tanker
shortage will require about 12 months to
complete.
INote.—The Rouse ol Representatives ap
proved the Cole bill June 8, with an amend
ment providing that Government operation
and management of any pipe-line con
structed under the legislation terminate
wlthtn 1 year after the unlimited emergency
ja ended.]
Industry willing to build ships
The industry also has indicated its
willingness to proceed at once with a
cooperative project to build 12 new ship-
ways and constiuct about 50 large high
speed tankers, again at a cost of over
$100,000,000. Again, however, nearly 12
months would be required before deliv
eries could begin, assuming reasonable
priorities.
When the Maritime Commission re
quested tne diversion of the first 25 tank
ers to British service, about a month ago,
the OPM requested the American Petro
leum Institute to form a representative
fact-finding committee to study the sup
ply situation in detail and survey all pos
sible methods of offsetting the tanker
diversion, as tankers now carry 95 per
cent of east coast supplies. This com
mittee was formed, divided into subcom
mittees, and yesterday presented a full
report to the OPM and then to Secretary
Ickes.
Moderate curtailment indicated
The committee report outlines the nu
merous steps that already have been
taken to put more pipe-lines, barges, and
tank cars into east coast service, and to
improve the efficiency of tanker use.
However, it is apparent that to fill the
gap causcd by the diversion of the second
lot of 25 tankers will take at least 9
months, assuming no more diversions.
There also Is a shortage of foreign flag
tankers to supply the east coast's custom
ary imports of heavy crudes and fuel oil
from Venezuela and other Caribbean
points. As a result, it appears that some
form of moderate curtailment of east
coast consumption will be necessary this
summer and fall. Studies are now being
made in various quarters as to the best
methods of accomplishing this.
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Ickes on oil
Excerpts from an official transcript of
Petroleum Coordinator Ickes' press con
ference June 5:
Q. Sir, the other day the Oil Institute
group recommended that if there are any
restricted measures applied they should
be applied to the entire United States,
and possibly to the Western Hemisphere
countries. How do you feel about that?
A. There is no use in saying to the peo
ple tn Chicago, where there is plenty of
oil and gas: "You may not burn oil in
your furnaces this winter, except on a
parity with people in Boston and New
York."
Q. What you are saying—does that re
striction apply only to the East coast?
A. It isn't indicated it will be necessary
to have any restriction anywhere else.
Q. What does a gasollneless Sunday
mean?
A. I suppose it's just a phrase. It
means a restriction in the use of gasoline
due to the lack of supply. That phrase
just came to my mind when I was asked
the question at the Jast press conference,
and I just went back by analogy to the
situation during the last World War.
RestricHons may go beyond Sunday
Q. You mean, then, sir. people wouldn't
drive their cars for pleasure on Sunday?
A. It might mean more than that. It
might mean the situation may become
so serious that they can't drive their cars
for pleasure on any day. We may have
to choose between that or the inability
of people who use fuel oil to heat their
homes next winter, or a considerable
part of the winter at any rate. You can
get one or the other but you can't get
both.
"Probably" within month
Q. Do you think we are actually going
to have restrictions on civilian use or
nonessential use of gasoline within the
next month or so on the East coast?
A. It is not improbable.
Q. Do you want to make that "prob
ably" then?
A. Well, all right; I am willing to
please.
On "voiuntary basis"
Q. How would you go about restricting
or preventing pleasure car driving, or
forbidding pleasure car driving?
A. I think the people would do it if
they were asked to do it.
Q. You mean on a patriotic basis,
without legislation?
A. I think so. I think they would
rather do it on a cooperative, voluntary
basis than on a compulsory basis.
★ DEFENSE ★
Civilian use of power will have to be
reduced in some areas if we are to meet
imminent shortages for defense—0PM
The Office of Production Management
on June 5, disclaiming any opinion that
no shortage was to be expected in elec
tric power, stated that a program was
being developed to provide the additional
power needed for defense industries, and
that curtailment of civilian use would be
necessary in certain areas if enough
power is to be ready in time. The state
ment follows:
The press reported that C. W. Kellogg,
an OPM consultant, in a speech at Buf
falo on June 3, expressed the opinion
that no shortage was to be expected in
electric power,
OPM's positioo
This view could only have been ex
pressed by Mr. Kellogg in his individual
capacity, as it does not represent the po
sition of the OPM. The OfBce of Pro
duction Management is not in agreement
10,000,000 more kilowatts to
be needed, FPC chief estimates
There has been a tendency to under
estimate the requirements in the way of
power for defense production, Chairman
Leland Olds, of the Federal Power Com
mission, stated June 5, after a confer
ence with utility executives and Govern
ment officials in New York. "It has been
estimated," his statement continued,
"that the expanded defense program will
put from 5,000.000 to 8,000,000 persons
to work and consume about 2 kilowatts of
power a worker. So for defense require
ments we will require upward of 10,000,-
000 kilowatts of new capacity within the
next few years."
Tlie New York conference was the sec
ond of six scheduled by Mr. Olds through
out the Nation to canvass the power
situation and to discuss steps toward as
suring an adequate supply of power for
defense in the immediate future and
over the next two or three years. The
first meeting was held June 4, in Atlanta.
Others were to be In Chicago, June 6; San
Francisco, June 9; Portland, Oreg., June
12; and Denver, June 13.
As a result of a similar conference held
May 19 in the Commission's offices, the
FPC reported, a power shortage looming
for essential defense industries in the
with the views on this subject which the
press has ascribed to^ Mr. Kellogg.
Developing a prograoi
On the contrary, representatives of the
OPM have been actively engaged with
other agencies of the Government in de
veloping a program to provide the addi
tional power needed for the expanding
defense requirements, partlciUarJy in the
fields of aluminum and magnesium pro
duction. It is clearly evident that with
out civilian curtailment in Important
areas, sufficient power will not be avail
able in time to produce the supplies of
aluminum and magnesium demanded by
the growing aircraft and lend-lease pro
gram. All possible efforts are being
made to expedite completion of the nec
essary hydroelectric and steam projects
to meet the shortages that are known
to be imminent.
Southeast has been partially met by the




Excerpts from Mr. Ickes' June 5 press
conference:
Mr. Ickes. I tlaink there is sufficient
justification for daylight savings. There
are several arguments In favor of It, but
just now sufficient justification is that
we haven't got as much power as we
need.
Q. This would not be daylight saving
time just for summer—it would be for
the full year—would it not?
A. Well, that depends again on the
prospect of adding to our power and re
sources. We won't get our needs for
power in two or three years.
Q. Where does OPM want these addi
tional kilowatts?
A. Anywhere they can bring it in. You
see, take aluminum for Instance. New
plants have to be built and they will lo
cate themselves where power is available.
Q. Do they want you to bring in an ad
ditional million kilowatts on Federal elec
tric projects?
A. That's right.
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PRODUCTION
allocates defense orders
for first 469,420 tons of steel
The OfBce of Production Management
announced June 7 the allocation of de
fense orders for 469,420 tons of steel
among producing companies in such a
way as to assure earliest possible de
liveries.
Orders were allocated by the plates,
sheets, strips, and tin plate section of
the materials branch, Production Divi
sion. after consultation with representa
tives of the industry and interested Gov
ernment departments and agencies. It
was the first such OPM allocation of
steel orders. Future defense orders for
steel will also be allocated among the
mills by OPM sections.
25 percent increase urged
in aviation gasoline capacity
A 25-percent expansion of capacity for
production of finished 100 octane avia
tion gasoline has been recommended by
Dr. Robert E. Wilson, consultant, petro
leum unit, OPM. and the Joint Aeronau
tical Board of the Army and Navy.
This recommendation which, if fol
lowed, would raise capacity for the pro
duction of military and naval aviation
fuel to a total of about 50.000 barrels per
day within the next 18 months, was made
in view of the recent increase in pro
spective requirements of both the United
States and British air forces.
To recommend amortizatioD plan
These requirements are such that it
was deemed necessary to request a 25-
percent increase in addition to plants
now built and building despite the fact
that industry capacity is still substan
tially greater than present demands and
entirely adequate for the next 12 months.
While the Army and Navy are not now
in a position to place firm orders for the
output of the expanded capacity, they
have agreed to recommend that any new
100 octane plants, at least up to the to
tal capacity specified, be given the bene
fit of accelerated amortization for tax
purposes.
Dr. Wilson requested that the petro
leum unit be advised promptly of any
new plants to be installed in accordance
with this request.
The orders just allocated came from
various companies holding contracts to
build ships for the United States Navy
and Maritime Commission and from two
British agencies.
S. E. Hackett, chief steel consultant
of OPM, and Paul E. Schucker, con
sultant of the plates, sheets, strips, and
tin plate section, said the proximity of
steel plants to firms needing the steel,
the amount of business already on hand
at the various mills, and the size of plates
that mills could roll were among tiie
factors considered in making the allo
cations.
Collapsible tube makers asked
to save 70 percent of tin
John D. Biggers. Director of Produc
tion. OPM, called upon manufacturers
of collapsible tubes June 6 to effect a
saving of approximately 70 percent of
the tin now used In the manufacture of
tubes for shaving preparations, paints,
and adhesives.
Such a saving would amount to about
1,000 tons annually.
In letters to members of the industry
Mr. Biggers asked that tin-coated tubes
known to the trade as "10 percent tin-
coated." or tin alloys in which the total
over-all usage of tin would not exceed
15 percent, be substituted for 100 percent
tin tubes now manufactured as contain
ers for shaving preparations, paints, and
adhesives. This substitution will apply
as well to tubes for the same purpose
formerly fabricated of aluminum.
The manufacturers were requested to
continue the specified measures through
the present emergency or until notified
to the contrary by the OPM.
They were told that one-third of their
production of collapsible tubes for shav
ing preparations, paints, and adhesives
should comply with OPM's request by
July 1, 1941, two-thirds by August 1,
1941, and all of it by September 1, 1941.
"As other conservation measures mpy
be necessary," the letter said, "it is £US-
gested that you give consideration to
means of effecting other savings of tin
in your industry."
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OPM asks canvass of steel,
iron industry to find way
for quickest possible expansion
The OfBce of Production Management
has informed the executive subcommittee
of the Iron and Steel Industry Defense
Committee that the Oovernment desires
to consider a plan to enlarge the annual
capacity of the steel industry by ap
proximately 10 million tons of ingots in
the shortest possible time.
The subcommittee has been asked to
canvass members of the iron and steel
industry to determine which companies
can enlarge their plants, and to report
back to the OPM at the earliest con
venient date.
Companies desiring to participate in
the plan have been asked to submit in
formation to the OPM giving the tonnage
capacity they believe they can add to
their present capacity; the geographical
location of this capacity; its cost; the
finished products it would be ready to
produce: the time required for such en
largement, given proper priorities: the
estimated amount of steel required for
such enlargements; and the proposed
methods of financing.
★ * ★
Steps taken to divert strip
steel production to plates
The Office of Production Manage
ment is taking steps to curtail produc
tion of sheet and strip steel and to use
the rolling mill capacity thus released
to turn out plates for shipbuilding, rail
way car boiilding and other urgent de
fense purposes.
Sheet and strip steel is used by the
automobile, refrigerator, and other in
dustries. Production for these industries
will be continued to the extent that de
fense needs do not engage the available
facilities.
W. A. Hauck, steel consultant of the
OPM, last week visited sheet and strip
mills of several steel companies to de
termine the appropriate measures to be
taken. Some of the mills, which are
already equipped to turn out plates as
well as sheet and strip, will be able to
begin plate production In the very near
future.
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PRIORITIES ...
Defense given first call on borax and
boric acid as 3-month strike cuts supply
Borax and boric acid are being put
under full priority control in order to
meet a temporary shortage in the sup
ply of these materials which have wide
iises in military and defense channels.
The order also provides thai deliveries
of borax or boric acid to be used in the
manufacture of borosilicate glass are
assigned a rating of A-9. except when
deliveries would build an excess inven
tory.
These demands, therefore, are put
ahead of other reqirements for the ma
terials.
3-month strike reduces supply
The present shortage results primarily
from cessation of deliveries from the
American Potash and Chemical Co.,
Trona, Calif., one of the country's two
large producers of borax and boric acid,
where a strike has been In effect for
over 3 months.
A survey by the Bureau of Mines shows
that the present stocks on hand in the
plants of the other American producers
aie totally Inadequate to meet the over
all domestic demand.
The supply that is available, however.
Is sufficient to meet nearly all defense
demands. The present order, thei-efore.
Is designed as a temporary measure to
regulate the supply that Is available from
the other producers, so that urgent de
fense demands can be satisfied.
Customer must seod affidavit
The new order provides that any cus
tomer for borax or boric acid who is
desirous of obtaining deliveries which
have been assigned specific preference
ratings shall, before such deliveries are
made, submit an Affidavit of Necessity
(form PD-31) to the Priorities Division
and a copy to his supplier.
Borax is used by the Army and Navy
for chemical purposes and for hospitals
and laboratories. It is used for the
manufacture of glassware for the Army
Medical Corps. Borosilicate glass also
has a large variety of other defense uses.
In the order It is explained that, be
cause of the manufacturing processes
involved, it is not practicable to separate
the production of borosilicate glass for
Army and Navy requirements from other
requirements. Therefore, in order to
Insure priority for defense needs, priority
Is given under the order to deliveries of
all borax which enters into the produc
tion of such glass.
In the order it is provided that sup
pliers of borax or boric acid may fill non-
defense orders, which do not have pref
erence ratings, after they have satisfied
all orders which do bear ratings.
OPACS policy on iron, steel allocation
Factors to be taken into consideration
by the OPACS in formulating policies
and programs for allocation of iron and
steel products among competing civilian
demands were announced June 6 in a
"Civilian Allocation Program for Pig
Iron, Ferro-Alloys, Steel Ingots and Cast
ings, and All Carbon and Alloy St«el
Products" issued by Leon Henderson. Ad
ministrator.
The program carries out action agreed
upon by the Director of Priorities, OPM,
and the Administrator, OPACS, as an
nounced last week.
Current demand for such products
under defense orders and for civilian
purposes is greater than the ability of
producers to deliver in the required
amounts upon scheduled delivery dates,
the program states.
The Administrator of OPACS will take
the following factors into consideration:
(o) The need to provide adequately
for civilian uses essential to the public
welfare.
(b) The degree of hardship upon la
bor or business resulting from the failure
to obtain deliveries when scheduled or
from the rejection of orders.
(c) The past rates of consumption of
the products by users thereof.
(d) The objective of achieving an
equitable division of supplies of the prod-
vets among all users.
(e) The availability of substitutes for
the particular uses for which the prod
ucts are sought.
(/) The policy of the administrator to
refuse allocation to any person who, in
the conduct of his business, discriminates
against defense orders.
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OPACS and Priorities act jointly
in industry-wide cork control
Following telegraphic instructions
May 27 to cork manufacturers, telling
them to cut their processing operations
In half, E. R. Stettinius, Jr., Director of
Priorities, OPM, announced June 2, a
new general preference order putting
cork under industry-wide control.
The order provides that until June 12.
the suppliers affected will continue to
cut their processing operations in half.
On June 12, however, and thereafter,
each supplier Is required to set aside his
entire stock of cork in all forms, as a
reserve out of which the Director of Pri
orities will make allocations to defense
orders. In allocating remaining cork
among competing civilian needs, the Di
rector will be guided by a civilian allo
cation program announced June 2 by the
Office of Price Administration and Civil
ian Supply. The OPACS program is
based on such factors as:
The need to provide for civilian uses
essential to the public welfare; the de
gree of hardship on labor or business re
sulting from restricted supply; past
requirements of customers; the need for
equitable distribution of supplies of cork
among customers for cork; availability of
substitutes; and the OPACS policy of re
fusing to allocate coik supplies to any
person discriminating against defense
orders.
Monthly instructions
The general preference order for cork
states:
"Not later than June 12, for the month
of June 1941, and. thereafter, for each
subsequent calendar month, the Director
of Priorities will issue to each supplier
specific directions covering deliveries by
such supplier of cork and products and
materials of which cork is a component
which may be made by such supplier to
his customers during such month, and
further directing the kinds and quanti
ties of material which may be manufac
tured or processed by such supplier from
stocks on hand. In directing such uses
and deliveries for civilian purposes, the
Director of Priorities will be guided by
the civilian allocation program for cork
Issued simultaneously herewith by the
Office of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply."
Cork is defined in the order as "un
manufactured cork in all forms, including




Knudsen, Hillman call all Americans to
make Nation's potential strength real
Director General Knudsen and Asso
ciate Director General Hillman, OPM,
Joined June 3 In a broadcast appeal for
all Americans to make the Nation's po
tential strength a reality in the beginning
battle of production. Their addresses
follow, in part.
Mr. Knudsen
One week ago tonight the President
declared an unlimited national emer
gency. This is an order for all of us to
go still further in our effort to make
America the arsenal of the world.
Due to the capacity of our industrial
machine we have become the hope of
the democracies of the world, both con
quered and those still fighting—and it
is the duty of all of us to see that our
country is protected and that we give
all the help necessaiT to the peoples who
are depending on us.
In the year that has gone past we have
laid a pretty fair foundation for the pro
duction program. Some 1,740 new plants
and additions to plants costing nearly
3 billion dollars have been erected. We
have placed over 15 billion dollars' worth
of contracts for munitions, planes, and
ships. The program has had to be en
larged several times and will be enlarged
still more.
Will to win is prime factor
Modern war is a battle of equipment
that takes raw materials, power, trans
portation, manpower, and more than
anything else, mechanical ingenuity.
Therefore, we in America, are potentially
better equipped than any other country
In the world. The will of our production
people to win this battle of equipment is
the prime factor in the battle.
Not enough improveinent
Some months ago I spoke of the
weekly black-out in factories from Fri
day to Monday. Since then we have had
a good improvement in this situation but
not enough. I am counting on the un
limited emergency to turn the lights
on everywhere so that the extra man-
hours of machine operation can be
gained. Man-hours—machine-hours—
these ai'e the factors in the battle; co
operation between management and la
bor to the fullest extent. That is what
counts in the end and gets the munitions
coming oif the eiad of the line.
If defense of freedom and the demo
cratic system of Government means sac
rifices, then no sacrifice is too great.
We must preserve oior freedom and pro
tect our country which under our sys
tem of government produced the higla-
est standard of living of any place in the
world. Our President has spoken, our
people are willing to work as never be
fore to bring our efforts to a successful
conclusion. We often hear that the to
talitarian people deride our efforts and
say results cannot be obtained except
through fear and conditions bordering
on slavery. America will show them that
work and thrift, love of freedom, and
goodwiU, will carry the flag further and
produce better results In the end.
Battle of production just starting
No other nation in the world has the
potential energies which are inherent in
the American people. Manufacturer, en
gineer, superintendent, foreman, and
workers—here form a team which can
out-produce any ether nation. You, our
listeners, give us your support and cheer
your men on. The battle of production
is just starting—in a short time it will
be in full swing and with the help and
cooperation of the whole American
people wUl show the world we can build
the arsenal of the world on the basis of
good will and cooperation, and without
fear that anything or anybody can stop
us.
Mr. Hillman
President Roosevelt's declaration of an
unlimited national emergency is a call to
action—swift, all-out action. Tliis means
many vital things to all Americans. It
means that the gravity of the present
crisis has shown the need for a new
spirit of national unity. It means that
we realize more and more that, to insure
our own national security, we must end
all hesitation and delay. It means that
we cannot indulge ourselves in dreams of
a false security even though, at the mo
ment. bombs are falling on London and
Liverpool instead of upon Boston and
Baltimore. It means that the time has
arrived when you and I and all of us must
live and think and act for national de
fense.
All'Out effort—nowl
Our mines and factories must produce
all-out aid to Britain and all-out defense
for our own country—now! Every tool
and every machine turning out defense
materials must be kept in continuous
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operation and at full speed ahead! Be
hind tools and machines, the workers
must, and will, give of their best. The
skills and energies of our labor, together
with our managerial talents and cur
great mechanical capacity, must, and will,
overtake and outstrip the war produc
tion of the totalitarians. By peak produc
tion alone can we guarantee our own




must establish in every defense plant
those working conditions and arrange
ments which will yield the most eCBcient
production. This means that extra care
must be taken to cut industrial accidents.
It means a wise staggering of work shifts.
It means everything we can do to insure
the most abundant output of defense
goods, and to use our idle labor and idle
facilities to the full.
A long, hard road ahead
The first year of our defense program
has just ended. Much has been done.
Yet this marks only the beginning of a
long, hard road of toil and sacrifice that
we all must travel. To succeed in our
effort, we will have to dispense, during
the emergency, with many of the things
that we normally enjoy. Only if we real
ize this, only if we all join together in
our common cause of defeating Hitler-
ism, can we shorten the struggle and put
a swift end to the dangers that now face
all of us.
Magnitude of task set by foes
Our task is only begun. Its magnitude
and speed are being set, not by ourselves,
but by the foes of democracy. This is a
war of equipment—of material power—
of workshops. Today's battles are de
cided in the factories. We must put
modern weapons into the hands of de
mocracy's front line defenders — the
Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the
people of Britain.
The workshops of our free democracy





The Army will have nine new gen
eral hospitals, bringing the total to 13,
by the end of 1941, according to the War
Department. In addition, there are
133 post hospitals. Of the general hos
pitals. 4 are established, 6 were recently
completed, and 3 are under construction.
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PRICES AND CIVILIAN SUPPLIES . . .
OPACS activities have legal precedent
and Congress* acquiescence, says counsel
"actual open hostility" has been judi
cially demonstrated as unsound.
A que.stion remains whether, agreeing
that the war powers are really also de
fense powers, the present circumstances
are such that the defense powers may
validly be exercised. In view of the com
mon knowledge of world conditions, the
answer is clear. To meet the growing
threat to the national security, the Pres
ident just one week ago proclaimed that
"an unlimited national emergency con
fronts this country which requires the
military, naval, air and civilian defenses
to be put on the basis of readiness to repel
any and all acts or threats of aggression
directed toward any part of the Western
Hemisphere."
At no time has Congress or any com
mittee suggested that the price fixing
during 1917 and 1918 by the President,
and by the agencies designated by him,
was in any way unlawful or a usurpation
of authority. Indeed, the most trench
ant criticism of the Government's ef
forts turned upon the objections that
they had not set the maximum prices
low enough.
This, in any sense, constitutes con
gressional approval of the Executive's ex
ercise of authority. Certainly it indi
cates congressional acquiescence in the
view that the Executive powers of the
President, strengthened by such sanction
as resided in the requisitioning statute,
constituted sufficient authority for the
Government's price fixing program.
When, therefore, Congress enacted
section 9 of the Draft Act, in language
virtually Identical with that of the World
War commandeering statute, it was also
reenacting a statute that had been used
throughout the war to support price fix
ing orders. I see no reason to suppose





A new iron and alloy unit producing
for defense industries will be established
in the Northwest, based on Federal Co
lumbia River power. Secretary of the
Interior Ickes armounced May 31.
Contracts for the purchase of 13.000
kilowatts of Columbia River power have
been signed by Bonneville Power Admin
istrator Paul J. Raver and F. P. Gormely.
vice president and general manager of
the Electro-Metallurgical Co.
The price-regulating activities of the
Office of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply have legal precedent and
have, in effect, been sanctioned by Con
gress. David Ginsburg, general counsel,
OPACS, said June 6. Following are ex
cerpts from his address before the "Con
ference on Public Law," sponsored by the
University of Chicago Law School:
If this country is to be protected from
the dangers of price spirals and inflation,
action of this kind on an increasingly
broad scale is a practical necessity.
Nevertheless, statements have recently
been made in high places that the price
schedules issued by OPACS are without
lawful authority. These objections are
raised at the threshold—to the issuance
of ceiling price schedules—not to any ac
tion taken by way of enforcement.
Obviously the authority behind enforce
ment, even in the extreme possibility of
commandeering a plant, would depend
upon the action taken and the circum
stances, and cannot be discussed in
vacua.
Ample authority forprice schedules
In our judgment there is ample au
thority to issue the price schedules.
Precedents are always important to
lawyers, and in considering the legality
of what we are doing today. World War
experience is important. For during 1917
and 1918, in the absence of specific sta
tutory authorization, maximum prices
were fixed just as they are being fixed
today.
Then as now, the defense program be
gan with a Council of National Defense
and an Advisory Commission. At first
the Council confined itself to prices to
be paid by the Government for its own
purchases. However, It quickly recog
nized that reasonable prices for both the
public and the Government are an in
tegral part of the Nation's efficiency at
a time when it is fundamental to achieve
complete coordination of resources.
Through the War Industries Board,
and later through the Price Fixing Com
mittee, the prices of basic commodities
were fixed. The only statutory provi
sions relating to prices were those con
tained in the Food and Fuel Control Act
of August 10, 1917. Regulations of basic
commodities other than food and fuel
was accomplished by executive action
without specific authority.
Indirect controls in last war
The vast majority were eager to co
operate with the Government and to com
ply with those price regulations, recog
nizing the emergency which confronted
the Nation. But in setting prices, and
incidentally setting them below the mar
ket, the Government relied for ultimate
sanction on indirect controls which it
declared would be exerted to enforce the
ceilings on prices. Chief among these
was the power to commandeer conferred
primarily by section 120 of the Army Ap
propriation Act of 1916. This policy was
clearly stated in a resolution of the War
Industries Board while steel prices were
being considered. The minutes of the
War Industries Board read as follows:
"Steel—Price fixing. Mr. Summers.
Mr. Replogle, and Mr. Legge were invited
into the meeting and informally pre
sented their views as to the proper
method the War Industries Board should
follow in the fixing of the price of steel.
The Board agreed that the proper method
to pursue in fixing price for steel was to
fix the price of ore, coal, coke, transpor
tation, and pig iron separately, in this
way building up a fair price for steel.
It was likewise agreed that should the
steel interests not be willing to give their
full cooperation because of the price fixed,
that the War Industries Board should
take the necessary steps to take over the
steel plants."
I might add that the steel industry did
not violate the steel prices and the War
Industries Board had no occasion to in
voke this policy.
Price fixing precedents
The next question is whether these
price fixing precedents of the last war
can be relied upon in times such as these,
In the absence of open belligerency. The
answer, I believe, is in the affirmative;
the so-called "war powers" of the Con
gress and the President are presently
available. There are no "war powers"
created by war; there are only powers
to meet an emergency which arises in
time of war. The view that Congress'
war powers exist only in the event o£
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Some scrap and secondary aluminum
are freed from price regulation
Further amendments to Price Sched
ule No. 2 designed to simplify adminis
tration of maximum prices for alumi
num scrap and secondary aluminum
Ingot were issued June 3 by Leon Hen
derson, administrator, OPACS.
Principal changes, effective June 3,
Include:
(1) Special secondary aluminum al
loys have been removed from that part
of the schedule relating to secondary
aluminum ingot. The types of alumi
num alloy ingot remaining under the
schedule include all silicon alloys, pis
ton alloys, and No. 12 alloy. However,
the usual differentials based upon mar
ket prices of the ingredients and the
expenses of manufacturing are to be
observed.
Some aircraft scrap exempted
(2) Price regulation has also been re
moved from aluminum scrap of desig
nated grades produced by the aircraft
Industry, segregated as to alloy, and re
turned to the supplier of the original
Cocoa Exchange doubles
margin for outsiders
Representatives of the New York Cocoa
Exchange informed OPACS officials at a
conference June 4 that the Exchange
Governors have adopted a resolution lift
ing margin requirements for Individuals
outside the trade to $600 per contract
from the present figure of $300.
This action was in accordance with a
request made by Dr. J. K, Galbraith,
head of the Price Division of OPACS, at
a meeting with Exchange officials May
20. The proposed increase was accept
able to OPACS and was implemented offi
cially by the Exchange June 4. How
ever, the new margins will not become
effective until a 10-day grace period has
elapsed. The Exchange Is also under
taking to review all circulars, general
market letters, telegrams, and charts rela
tive to cocoa Exchange business in ac
cordance with a request from OPACS.
The increase In margin requirements
and the review of market letters Is being
undertaken in an effort to eliminate im-
Justified speculative activity in this com
modity.
material for reconversion into similar
material In accordance with instructions
of the Director of Priorities.
(3) Quantity differentials for alumi
num scrap have been removed, but such
differentials continue on secondary alu
minum ingot sold In less than 30,000-
pound lots.
(4) A special note has been added to
appendix A removing from the schedule
aluminum foil and light gauge sheet
which does not exceed 0.006 of an inch
In thickness.
To make differentials easier
Removal of special aluminum alloys
from the schedule of maximum prices
gives the trade wider discretion in es
tablishing fair differentials for such in
gots. However, producers and dealers are
expected to keep prices of such products
in line with the maximum prices estab
lished for the more standardized grades.
It is expected that customary differen
tials will be maintained. If this is not
done voluntarily such differentials will
have to be established by regulation.
Ceiling on paper board
below current level considered
Imposition of a schedule of ceiling
prices somewhat below current levels is
being studied by OPACS for various
grades of paper board.
This announcement by X^on Hender
son, Administrator, followed a meeting
with representative producers on June 2
at which no agreement was reached re
garding a proper price level for these
products.
Recent Increases in prices for chip
board to a level of $45 a ton. of single
manila-lined board to $60 a ton, and of
white patent coated newsboard to $75
and $80 a ton are considered completely
unjustified in the light of current raw
material and labor costs.
* * ★
ARMY NURSES ADOPT BLUE
The latest military fashion note is the
adoption of a two-tone blue covert cloth
xmlform for Army nurses, the War De




Three appointments to the staff of the
Price Division. OPACS, were announced
June 3 by Dr. J. K. Galbraith, division
director.
Robert E. Sessions was appointed as
sistant director of the Price Division.
Mr. Sessions is on leave from his former
post as assistant to the general manager
of the Tennessee Valley Authority. He
Joined the TVA In 1934 as a member of
the legal division, later served as assist
ant to the chairman of the board, and for
the past 15 months has been assistant to
the general manager. Before going with
the TVA, Mr. Sessions was in the legal
department of the Agricultural Adjust
ment Administration. He is a graduate
of Yale Law School, and formerly lived
In Knoxvllle, Tenn.
Rent official named
Karl Borders, formerly executive as
sistant in the National Youth Adminis
tration. was named price executive for
the rent section of the Price Division.
He formerly was connected with the Re
search and Statistics Division of the
Works Progress Administration.
Mr. Borders succeeds Joseph Tufts of
Pittsburgh, who will continue on the staff
of the Price Division as a consultant on
rents.
Quinn Shaughnessy was appointed
price executive for the fuel section of the
Price Division. Mr. Shaughnessy is on
leave of absence from the Securities and
Exchange Commission, where he was as




acquisition of 28 ships
The Maritime Commission announced
June 4 that its Division of Emergency
Shipping had negotiated the acquisition
of 28 merchant vessels, 21 of which are
to be turned over to the Navy and 7 to
the Army.
At the same time it was announced
that the Division had arranged with the
British Supply Council for North Amer
ica for all British shipping services from
Canada and the United States to Aus
tralia and New Zealand to be handled
by United States flag vessels. This will
release a dozen British vessels lor Great
Britain's own war effort.
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Petroleum
within the Atlantic Seaboard region,
retailers of gasoline and oil and of oil-
burning furnaces for homes, are con
cerned In the growing shortage arising
out of diversion to Great Britain of a
number of United States oil tankers
which have been carrying oil to this
region. Other parts of the United States
probably will not be affected. While the
precise amount of curtailment which will
be necessary will not be accurately known
for some time, background facts of the
current situation are as follows;
The district involved includes the New
England States, the eastern half of New
York and Pennsylvania and the territory
lying south and east of the Appalachian
mountains, including Florida. This is
the area which is normally served by oil
tankers. Fifty tankers have been di
verted to Great Britain. It is proposed
by a committee of the American Petro
leum Institute that demand be restricted
by an equivalent carrying capacity which
is put at the figure of 71.000,000 barrels.
It is estimated that the most critical
period will be during the coming fall and
winter and that subsequently the building
of new tankers and pipe lines to the At
lantic coast area will materially relieve
the situation.
The exact steps to conserve oil sup
plies in the East during the critical pe
riod will be worked out by Secretary
Ickes, Petroleum Coordinator for Na
tional Defense, the Office of Production
Management: and the Office of Price Ad
ministration and Civilian Supply. It is
emphasized that there is no shortage in
the production of petroleum but that the
difficulties which are foreseen grow en
tirely out of distribution problems.
A reduction of nondelense consump
tion of oil seems to be the orjy imme
diate solution to the shortage !>lnce con
struction of new tankers and pipe lines
requires a good deal of time.
As far as existing inscallations of oil
burners are concerned, every effort will
be made to see that householders get
supplies of fuel. It has been suggested
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by the American Petroleum Institute,
however, that the heat be lowered by
five degrees. No recommendation has as
yet been made with reference to possible
restrictions on new installations of oil
burners.
The Institute also recommended con
servation of motor fuel through some de
vice such as "gasolineless" Sundays. Here
again precise figures have not been ar
rived at by Government agencies. Every
effort will be made, however, to make
the curtailment as small as possible so
that dealers shall not suffer unneces
sarily.
Most of the oil companies have agreed
to cooperate in the present emergency
and will not raise prices in the face of
the shortage.
Aluminum scrap collection
Test campaigns in two communities to
collect scrap aluminum as contained In
utensUs and other household equipment
have brought forth sizable quantities of
metal, preliminary reports indicate.
Whether this collection will spur In
creased buying of substitute articles is
not yet clear, although it appears that
for the most part the equipment col
lected was in the form of discarded uten
sils and household equipment.
The material collected Included not
only aluminum utensils of various kinds
but other articles containing a greater
or less amount of aluminum such as
washing machines, vacuum cleaneis,
radios. These preliminary campaigns are
not only a test of the amount of alumi
num which may be salvaged from house
holders but as to the best methods of
collection.
One of the two test districts selected
was Dane County, Wis., in which is lo
cated the city of Madison. Here the
campaign was under the general direc
tion of an American Legion officer. He
had the cooperation of Boy Scouts and
trucks were supplied by a CCC camp. The
collectors followed the routes of the post
men so that a thorough coverage of the
city and rural areas was obtained.
In the second district, Henrico County,
Va., in which is located the State capital,
Richmond, the collection work was under
the supervision of the Women's Volunteer
Service. This organization took over the
job of surveying the community with the
assistance of both the Boy Scouts and
IS
the Girl Scouts. Telephones were also
widely used to see that every household
was reached.
It has previously been suggested in
retail circles that, should a Nation-wide
campaign be decided upon, the delivery
trucks of stores could be efficiently used
in making collections of scrap aluminum.
Each time a package was delivered the
driver of the truck would ask concerning
aluminum pots and pans or other arti
cles containing aluminum which might
be taken back to the community scrap
pile.
The final decision to push ahead with
the collection campaign will wait upon
an analysis of the facts in the two test
districts.
Substitutes
The suggestion was recently made by
an official of the Division of Priorities,
OPM, that retailers should feature and
encourage the sale of goods made from
jraw materials which are not needed pri
marily for defense industries. The fol
lowing illustrations will show more spe
cifically how this can be done;
Silverware lor table use, fiatware, is
normally made on a base which is steel
alloyed with from 15 to 18 percent nickel.
Since nickel can no longer be obtained
for this use, consumers would naturally
turn to stainless steel. Stainless steel
ordinarily includes both nickel and chro
mium. Here again defense needs enter
and demand that nickel be eliminated.
That the chromium stainless steel is
satisfactory is indicated by the fact that
both the Army and the Navy have con
sidered this material and are expected
to use it on a wide scale In the future.
The most important difference is that
chromium stainless steel m.ay require
Flightly more polishing than steel in
^•hich nickel is included. For general
uses it is just as satisfactory.
Another illustration concerns wire
fencing. Farmers have been accustomed
to using wire fencing covered or galva
nized with zinc. Here again is a metal
which must be reserved for defense pur
poses. It is suggested that farmers
should be encouraged to buy the ungal-
vanized fence which can be preserved in
a satisfactory manner by painting. This
Is the practice now being followed by the
Army. Where steel fence posts and wire
are both used, these are painted Instead
of being galvanized.
The third illustration has to do with
aluminum. Here, as has been explained,
several satisfactory substitutes are avail
able.
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PURCHASES...
Three branches, new personnel
added to Purchases Division
Extension of the organization of the
Division of Purchases, OPM, and ap
pointment of new personnel In executive
and advisory capacities was announced
June 7 by Donald M. Nelson, Director of
Purchases.
Three new branches are set up within
the division. They are:
Government Conservation Branch.—
This branch is responsible for seeing to
It that the Government itself, as the
largest purchaser in the country, con
serves scarce materials in every way pos
sible. These duties are distinct from
the work of the conservation unit of the
Production Division of OPM, which is
concerned with conservation of materials
necessary to defense in non-Government
production. Simplification of Govern
ment specifications and the use where
possible of substitutes for strategic ma
terials in Government purchases are
among the goals sought. This work is
being handled by N. F. Harriman, of
the Treasury Procurement Division, and
C. L. Warwick, secretary of the American
Society for Testing Materials.
Motor Transport Branch.—This ofQce
will advise with the Quartermaster Gen
eral in connection with the operation of
the Quartermaster Corps' fleet of approx
imately 200,000 trucks. The division is
headed by A. B. Bassl. of the Socony Oil
Co.
Merchandise Statistics Branch.—This
office has to do with the relation of in
dustrial operations to Government pur
chasing, particularly with respect to the
timing of purchases, seasonal changes,
variations in market conditions, and the
like, It is headed by Amos Parrish,
president of Amos Parrish & Co., New
York sales and merchandising consult
ants.
New section in Contract Clearance Branch
In addition, a Government Require
ments Section has been established as a
part of the Contract Clearance Branch,
to coordinate purchases of important
items by all Government procurement
agencies. Advance notice of intention to
purchase will be sent to this section for
approval or for such recommendations
as the Division of Purchases may wish
to make. This section is headed by
George Livingston, former director of
food supply for the National Defense
Advisory Commission.
Other appointments to the Division of
Purchases Include:
George A. Renard, executive secretary
of the National Association of Purchas
ing Agents, has been named liaison of
ficer between the Division of Purchases
and the OPACS.
Professors S. F. Teele and Austin Crim-
shaw, of the Harvai'd School of Business
Administration, have been appointed
consultants to the Director of Purchases.
Medical Supplies appointments
John G. Bell, executive vice president
of Peoples Drug Stores, has been put in
charge of the medical supplies section of
the Industrial and Strategic Materials
branch. P. J. Stock, of the Walgreen
Drug Co., Chicago, has been named spe
cial adviser on the purchase of medical
and surgical supplies.
J. A. Rice, sales manager for A. J.
Juilliard & Co., New York, has been ap
pointed to the Clothing and Equipage
branch.
Porter Savage, purchasing agent and
assistant controller of the Consolidated
Edison Co., New York, has been appointed
to the Industrial and Strategic Materials
Branch to handle problems arising in
connection with coal supplies.
M. Rea Paul, director of technical
paint service at Research Laboratories
of the National Lead Co., New York, has
been named consultant in the protec
tive coatings section of the Equipment
end Supplies Branch.
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Ferry Command will fly
planes across continent
The Army Air Corps is in the process
of organizing a Ferry Command which
will fly airplanes, manufactured in the
United States for the British govern
ment, from American au'craft plants to
points of depai'tures on the Atlantic coast




Defense contracts totaling $487,387,636
were awarded by the War Department
and cleared by the Division of Purchases,
OPM, May 29 through June 4.
Defense contracts totaling $30,049,921
were awarded by the Navy Department
and cleared through OPM from May 29
through June 2. This brings the re
ported total for the week to $517,437,557.
Ttie Navy discontinued the release of
information regarding contracts to indi
vidual contractors on June 3.
EQUIPMENT AND SL^PPLIES
War Department
Bendlx Aviation Corporation, Bendix
Products Division, South Bend, Ind.; car
buretor assemblies; $1,344,935.
The Hell Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; oil
servicing trucks, semitank trucks, and
converter trailer dollies; $5,363,489.
Bendix Aviation Corporation, Eclipse
Aviation Division, Bendlx. N. J.; starter,
switch, and solenoid assemblies; $1,131,-
700.40.
Phillips Petroleum. Bartlesville, Okla.;
engine fuel; $1,540,000.
Magnolia Petroleum Co., New York,
N. Y.; engine fuel; $2,200,000.
Humble Oil & Refining Co., Houston,
Tex.; engine fuel; $1,291,950.
Shell Oil Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.;
engine fuel; $720,000.
Standard Oil Co. of Calif., San Fran
cisco, Calif.; engine fuel; $1,557,675.
Yellow Truck & Coach Mfg. Corpora
tion, Pontiac, Mich.; 2'/2-ton trucks;
$41,227,701.20.
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.;
>4-ton trucks; $865,700.
American Bantam Car Co., Butler, Pa.;
V4-ton trucks: $864,141.30.
S^ginaw Stamping & Tool Co., Sagl-
naw, Mich.; tiailers; $614,553.60.
Diamond T., Chicago. HI.; 4-ton cargo
trucks and wreckers; $3,717,966.25
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, New
York, N. Y.; engine fuel; $993,672.
Standard Oil Co. (Incorporated in Ken
tucky), Louisville, Ky.: engine fuel; $2,-
195,125.
Phillips Petroleum, Bartlesville. Gkla.;
engine fuel: $2,502,860.
Humble Oil & Refining Co.. Houston,
Tex.; engine fuel: $1,595,400.
Tide W^ater Assoc. Oil Co., San Fran
cisco, Calif.; engine fuel; $1,812,743.
Cheney Bros , Manchester, C'cnn.; silk;
$733,750.
Wright Aeronautical Corporation, Pat-




Gulf Oil Coiporation, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; aviation gasoline; $992,015.83.
ORDNANCE
Navy
Arma Corporation, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
ordnance equipment; $1,992,060.
International Nickel Co., Inc., New




Two contractors: George A. Puller Co.
and Merrltt-Chapman & Scott Corpora
tion, New York, N. Y.; additional pur
chase and assembly of materials and
equipment for advanced bases at St,
Lucia, British Guiana, Jamaica, B. W. I.,
Antigua, B. W. I., and construction of
assembly and shipping depot in the
vicinity of the Naval Air Station, Quon-
set Point, R. I.; $22,800,000 (supplement
to existing contract).
Two contractors: Myers Bros, and
J. E. Haddock, Los Angeles, Calif.; con
struction of naval ammunition depot at
-Fallbrook, Calif.; $1,800,000.
War
Willys-Overland Motors, Inc., Toledo,
Ohio; acquisition and rehabilitation of
buildings and installation of necessary
machinery and equipment for production
of aluminum forglngs; $2,172,000 (De
fense Plant Corporation Agreement).
AIRCRAFT
War
Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Mich.;
educational order for airframe, nose and
center fuselage section of Air Corps
Model B--26B airplane; $5,336,835.
Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Airplane
Division, Buffalo, N. Y.; maintenance
parts for P-40 airplanes; $1,581,180.29.
Curtlss-Wright Corporation, Airplane
Division, St. Louis Plant, Robertson, Mo.;
airplanes and spare parts; $31,904,-
381.17.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Bur-
bank, Calif.; airplanes and spare parts;
$47,769,196.50.
Consolidated Aircraft Corporation,
San Diego, Calif.; heavy bombers and
spare parts; $226,636,200,
Boeing Aircraft Co., Seattle, Wash.;
bombers and spare parts; $95,242,696.80.
General Motors Corporation, Fisher
Body Division; acquisition and installa
tion of necessary machinery and equip
ment at Memphis, Tenn., for manufac-
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Training not enough, says Taft, urging
use of social workers with "gumption"
Calling "political sense, general com
petence, and faith In one's fellow men"
prime essentials for administering the
social aspects of the defense program,
Charles P. Taft, Assistant Coordinator of
Health, Welfare, and Related Defense Ac
tivities, on June 4 discussed these sec
tors of national defense before the Na
tional Conference of Social Work in
Atlantic City. He said, in part:
The most Interesting element In this
whole program and the most important,
too, in its success is the selection and
training of personnel, not only the per
sonnel on our own staff, but the per
sonnel the States and localities take on.
That is what I really want to talk to
you about.
Three basic elements
In business as well as in social work
there is no more difficult problem. It
seems to me that in this field of human
welfare there are three basic elements
that are generally overlooked, or at least
not always recognized In exactly the
terms I shall use to describe them. The
first is a religious dynamic; the second
Is general competence; and the third is
political sense.
By political sense I do not mean play
ing politics. Playing politics to all of
us means something petty which loses
sight of long-time goals In some imme
diate and personal advantage. Political
sense to me is that understanding of hu
man nature which shows you how to act
and what to say in order to persuade in
dividuals or groups to do and believe In
the objectives for which you are fighting.
The greatest politicians are idealists as
well as realists. They really believe that
democratic government can work. They
caQ take a licking and come back for
more. They have a sense of humor and
see their own lives In proportion. They
have to deal with people and persuade
them. They can't sit back and feel hurt
or angry because people don't appreciate
what they're doing. They have to see
to it that people do understand their
objectives, and want them, too. They
ture of airframe assemblies. The Fisher
Body Division will be a subcontractor to
North American Aviation Corporation,
prime contractor, assembling medium
bombers in plant at Kansas City, Kans.;
$3,957,029 (Defense Plant Corporation
agreement).
have to be patient and work for the
long pull.
Specialized degree not enough
I plead for general competence. I am
In favor of thorough educational proc
esses, but I remind you that those who
have tried to build a science of society
comparable to a science of mathematics
or physics have not yet succeeded and
have often produced pretty sad results.
I remind you, too, that the civil service
of England Is built, not upon this cubby
hole process of ours in the United States,
but upon general education and In-servlce
training. The American Nation of a hun
dred years ago was wrong when it
thought that every citizen was competent
to hold every public ofBce in rotation,
but we are equally wrong when we think
a specialized degree is the answer to a
personnel ofBcer's prayer. It isn't. Let's
have more people who can do things they
weren't trained for, who have gumption
and resource and a broad way of looking
at things.
By religious dynamic I do not mean a
formal acceptance of a creed, although
even that ought not to be held against an
applicant. Neither do I mean some
thing sanctimonious or sentimental. I
mean two things. The first Is that con
viction about a moral purpose in the
universe, that keeps one driving toward
perfection without haste and without
rest. The second is that feeling for
people which grows out of belief In the
dignity of human personality.
Karl Marx didn't think much of people
A belief in people and affection for
them in all their funny and tragic
aspects, that Is equally a key to real
social reform. It Is significant that
Karl Marx didn't think much of people.
I have known of welfare operations In
which those in charge could, without a
quiver, contemplate hundreds of men
and women in need waiting In line to
be Interviewed all day and all of two
or three days, and then shuttling back
and forth with similar waits elsewhere
and never a simple answer to a simple
question.
The public welfare caseworker and
many another social worker has God's
power of life and death over his cases.
Without humbling yourself In seeking
a goal far bigger than yourself, and with
out deep feeling for humankind, you
can't draw that line between cruelty and
sentimentality.
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HOUSING ...
Bankers urged to expand activities
and take larger risks for defense
Banking institutions must play a
greater and more forward-looking part
in financing of defense housing and in
the entire defense effort, said C. P.
Palmer, Defense Housing Coordinator, in
a speech, June 6. He spoke before the
convention of the District of Columbia
Bankers Association in Hot Springs, Va.
Excerpts from his remarks follow:
It is gratifying to tell you what many
of you already know from your own
observation, that private industry is do
ing a good job of housing construction
this year, especially in defense areas.
In the country as a whole, figures in
dicate that home building operations are
up 25 percent above last year. In the
defense areas where housing Is of the
most urgent importance, the figures are
up as much as 200 percent in some cases
and even more at a few points. Private
construction and private finance have
not failed us in the Nation's time of need,
thanks largely to the crutches of FHA,
HLBB, and others fashioned by Uncle
Sam to help old man capital move.
Cannot rest on any laurels
But defense can never be satisfied. No
matter how well we begin, before we
have caught up to our first set of defense
plans we have to double everything.
Neither the Government nor private
business can stop to rest on any laurels.
Moreover, there is no use in worrying
now about how much profit there will be
in defense work. . . .
Bankers, like other people, are up
against the fact that these times call
for bold and courageous action. You
would gain nothing by hanging on to a
comfortable, conservative position which,
admittedly, you don't have anyway, if as
a result you should find yourselves trying
to do business in a Nazi world order.
You know as well as I do. that the people
who tell us we may as well get used to
the Nazis and do business with them
are plumb ignorant of what Hitler's
racket does to those who do get into the
Nazi clutches.
Loaned in past for qaick torn-over
In the past, as you know, bankers and
their clients in the real-estate business
have had the habit of demanding a
quick turn-over. In other words, you
were not afraid to lend money for real-
estate developments, provided most of It
could be quickly drawn out again by sell
ing the property to home owners or pri
vate investors. Long-term Investment in
real estate had a bad name, largely be
cause of the unhappy experiences of the
years after 1928. For a while it seemed
as if American bankers had entirely given
up their old job of staking private enter
prise, pooling their risks of business de
velopment. and generally lubricating the
wheels of progress. They were more in
clined to look to the securities markets
for investments that could be liquidated
at an hour's notice.
"Timid attitude of safety Brst"
The chief trouble with this timid at
titude of safety first was the same in
business that it has been in the efforts
of the democracies to meet the Nazi
aggression. So long as everyone tried
to keep out of danger separately, every
one drifted into danger together. When
the bankers refused to lend money for
business ventures, then business failed
to recover, and even the most salable se
curities lost a good part of their market
value. But when the bankers began to
crawl out of their dugouts and venture
their money again, all their investments
began to gain In soundness and value.
Take larger risks
Now you have the same thing to meet
in connection with defense. By taking
larger risks you can improve our chances
of an early and satisfactory peace. And
the sooner we get a successful ending
to this war, the greater will be the safety
of all our investments. You can easily
get legislation that will widen your power
to Invest in housing and other defense
work, if you will show your desire for it.
Hie real estate men are ahead of you In
demanding more freedom for financial
operations on defense constiniction.
The PHA and the HLBB as well as
the PDIC have been established, not to
take away the banker's job. but to reduce
the risks by pooling and by insurance
methods generally. The object of Gov
ernment financial insurance is twofold:
First, of course, Is the desire to bring out
more capital for new enterprise. Second
and equally important, Is to make it feas
ible and sound to operate at a lower
interest rate, In view of the reduction
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in risk. By using a lower interest rate
in housing construction, we can afford
to reduce rentals or sales price, and in
that way we can open up a whole new
level of the market.
Wide market in lower price housins;
This great market for new houses Is
along the lower borders of the price scale,
along in tho level of 25 to 28 dollars a
month shelter rent for a 4-room house.
Six percent short term money will give
you so many houses. 5 percent will give
thousands more, 2 percent and 40 years
will give the building business a pros
perity that will spread far and wide
through other lines of business. . . .
Contrary to some people's opinion, the
attitude of the Government is not at all
that it wants to compete with private
business. The Government wants de
fense housing wherever it Is needed, and
regardless of whether it is a good busi
ness proposition or not. But the Gov
ernment wants private business to do all
the work that it can handle without seri
ous danger of loss.
Sell what the people will buy
One way or another, defense housing is
going to be built and is being built with
the least possible delay. If private en
terprise can b\iild it, we shall all be glad
of that, but wherever private enterprise
cannot build or cannot get going in a
hurry, public enterprise is going in and
do the job.
This defense situation merely serves to
illustrate the well-known principle that
if you want to stay in business, you have
to have something to sell that people
will buy. If the bankers don't have any
thing to sell except the use of burglar-
proof vaults to hide money in, they will
find themselves classed with the ware
house bxisiness. Running a warehouse is
an honorable service, but will it pay for
marble columns and a location in the
financial district?
No! Banking must expand its ac
tivities.
Sometime this year we hope to be able
to naU down the final needs of defense
housing; namely, the shelter for all work
ers who have been obliged to move in
order to take defense jobs and cannot
find decent housing where they now have
to live. We are already using $593,000,000.
It may be the present program will have
to be doubled.
Much of this new housing can be used
by former slum dwellers when the defense
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workers no longer need it. Even those
who still live in ratty tumbledown shacks
have a better morale, as they hear the
snorting of the steam shovels and the
rumbling of the trucks, and see the march
of progress coming in their direction.
We say we are working to defend de
mocracy and to defend our opportunity
to build a better world. What will the
people who have to bear the brunt of
labor and danger think of this battle for
democracy?
They will believe what they see. When
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they see tens of thousands of new houses,
when they see the public health program
saving lives on a vast scale, when they
see the new jobs and the new vigor and
activity of business, they will feel the
democracy that we talk about.
They are not fooled by words. They
judge by things that happen. Everyone
knows that morale, in the last analysis,
is going to decide the world war, and that,
after the war, morale is going to decide
whether we collapse or go forward to a
new prosperity.
390 trailers for civilian defense workers,
1,013 dwelling units completed in week
For the week ending May 31, Coordi
nator Palmer reported completion of
1,013 dwelling units under the coordi
nated defense housing program. Also.
390 trailers to house families of civilian
industrial workers were provided.
Contracts for 1,504 dwelling units were
awarded during the week and allocations
for a total of 9,493 units were made.
The United States Housing Authority
reports, among other completions, 100
units for families of enlisted personnel
at Pensacola, Fla., and 70 for enlisted
and civilian personnel at Bremerton,
Wash. Among completions reported by
Public Buildings Administration are 100
units for families of enlisted men at Fort
Dix and 120 units for families of en
listed men at El Paso. Tex. In Corpus
Christi, Tex., the Navy reported comple
tion of 100 units. The Farm Security Ad
ministration has made 390 trailers avail
able for families of industrial workers,
325 at Wilmington, N. C.. and 65 at Erie,
Pa.
United States Housing Authority has
awarded contracts during the week for
the following: 200 units for civilian
workers in Government industry at Alex
andria, Va.; and for civilian workers in
private industry, 168 at Bethlehem. Pa.;
200, Clifton, N. J.; 206. Buffalo, N. Y.;
and 200, Lackawanna, N. Y. The Navy
awarded contracts for 530 units In sev
eral localities.
Included in the 9,493 allocations for the
week were 4,000 units for Philadelphia,
the largest group. 1,000 units were al
located for the Detroit area, and 500 for
Dayton, Ohio.
Status of program as of May 31
The status of the defense housing pro
gram as of May 31 showed 96,753 units
allocated in 161 localities, 49 States and
Territories.
Construction contracts have been
awarded for 64,474 units In 132 local
ities, 46 States and Territories. Comple
tion of 13,274 units in 52 localities of
25 States and Territories has been ac
complished.






Ma; 31 May 24 May 31 May 24 May 31 May 24
Number of States and Territories. 46 47 49 45 25 23
Niimhor nf InMlitiM 161 144 132 131 S2 44
Number of pmjccU ...
Number of family {Iwelling units (regular)
352 310 226 223 60 SI
96,753 87,280 64,474 62,970 13.274 12,261
Cinlisn iDdustriai n-orkeis in private defense industry.....
Cirliian indiutriai workers ia Oovermnent plaots
il.SSS 35, 26S 21,190 20.416 2, 342 2,247
10,701 16,001 12,35S 12,128 2,469 2,449
Otber civiiiatu, emrloyed by tbe Army and Navy ...... 10, 607 10,246 a. Oil 7,311 2,]4» 2,076
Married enlisted personnel 2S, 590 25,748 22,915 23,11S 6, 314 S.490
2,309 2,309 2,109 2,109 390
Number of units for slogle persons 6,091 9,991 6,761 6,651 750 7S0
PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION UNDER FHA MORTGAGE INSURANCE
Jan. 1 throuBh May 31 78.
Week ended May 31 «, 38S
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President appeals to Nation
to support USO fund drive
President Roosevelt issued June 3 an
appeal to the Nation to support the
United Service Organizations' 30-day
campaign to raise $10,765,000 to defray
operating costs of the 350 service clubs
for members of the armed forces and
workers in defense industrial areas.
In a letter to Paul V. McNuit, Federal
Security Administrator and Coordinator
of Health, Welfare and Related Defense
Activities, the President stated that
"every man and woman in America wants
to have a share in defending the Nation.
Contributing to the USO is one way-
one important way—in which all can
serve."
Mr. McNutt read the letter from Los
Angeles during a Nation-wide broadcast
over the three major radio networks.
Pull text of the President's letter to
Mr. McNutt follows:
Mt deax Govbinor:
WiU you convey to the leaders of the
United Service Organizations and to tbeir
workers la Los Angeles and throughout the
country my hearty good wishes for the suc
cess of their campaign?
1 have followed with great Interest the
steps taken to make this Joint effort really
Nation-wide. As I said In my letter to you,
on the occasion of the preliminary USO
Coz^lerence in April, recreation and leisure-
time activities for our armed forces and de
fense workers are both a national and local
responsibility. More recent developments
make united national action doubly urgent
on all fronts.
The six national voluntary welfare organ
izations which incorporated the USO are to
be commended for their effective efforts to
Integrate their work with existing programs,
both national and local. On the national
level, the USO Is, I understand, operating
within the framework for coordinated health,
welfare, and recreational activities, which
you and Mr. Taft have set up. I am glad to
learn from you and from others that It Is
working locally on a basis of genuine com
munity cooperation. Its local committees
are, I am sure, the very foundation stones
of its success.
Because recreation is part of our total de
fense program, it is the concern of every
citizen. This applies also to the money
needed to run USO service clubs for men
in uniform and for defense workers.
Their campaign goal of 810.765,000 will pro
vide necessary services In hundreds of towns
and for many thousands of young men and
women. For all of us who possibly can,
contributing to this fund and for this pur
pose, Is not only an obligation but also an
opportunity.
Even those who do not live in defense
commimities, who never see a soldier or sailor
or defense worker in their home town
streets, have sons and friends and neighbors
on the front lines of American defense. That
is their personal stake In the recreation sector
of our national defense program. Every man
and woman in America wants to have a
share In defending the Nation. Contribut
ing to the USO IG one way—one important
way—In which all can serve.
Very sincerely yours,
Fbankuh D. Roossvxlt
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TRANSPORTATION...
Record traffic of '26, *29 may be on way
again, Budd tells rail superintendents
Speaking before the annual conven
tion of the American Association of Rail
road Superintendents, June 3 in Chicago.
Transportation Commissioner Ralph
Budd praised the manner In which the
railroad managements have handled the
demands of the defense program, and
said that trafDc comparable to the rec
ord volume of 192d and 1929 may be on
the way. Excerpts follow:
Six years ago I had the privilege of
addressing you and my talk then dealt
with the importance of not overlooking
efficiency of operation, especially in
freight service. The volume of traffic
was at a low level and efforts were being
made to stimulate business by innova
tions in the way of streamline trains and
faster schedules, both for freight and
passengers. It seemed appropriate at
that time to call attention to the fact
that the old fundamental of sound rail
roading continued as ever to be the eco
nomical movement of freight. Today, I
want to reiterate and emphasize that
point. We face very different condi
tions from those we faced in 1935. Now
there is more traffic and it is rising in
volume. Since the outbreak of the war
in Europe about 2 years ago traffic of
all kinds has increased. In consequence,
193D railroad carloadings were 11.3 per
cent above those of 1938; in 1940 they
were 7.2 percent above 1939. The volume
for 1941 is uncertain, but for the first 5
months it is about 16 percent ahead of
1940. Various methods have been tried
for arriving at a reliable figure for the
year, but with such a rapidly moving
scene the basic data are changing, and
even more difficult is the translation of
estimated defense and civilian activity
Into carloadings. For what these esti
mates are worth, they range from 40 mil
lion to 42 million carloads in 1941, com
pared with 36,354,000 in 1940, and nearly
63 million in 1929.
Iron ore bandiing
Consider for a moment the handling
of iron ore from the Minnesota ranges
this season to date, and the present rate
of movement. Up to June 1 the railroads
had brought to Two Harbors, Duluth, and
Superior 13,523,246 tons. The highest
previous record to June 1 was in 1937
when 10,948,662 tons were brought down.
The present weekly rate is upward of
2,000,000 tons compared with 1,834,145.
which was the best weekly rate in 1929,
the year of largest total ore movement.
Then the same railroads had 22,984 ore
cars, compared with 21,739 at present.
The present cars are larger and quicker
dumping: they are hauled by larger and
faster locomotives. Nearly all of the fa
cilities are better than they ever were
before, as are the methods of operation.
It is still early in the season, but so far
as events are within the control of rail
way operating officials there Is no reason
why the present rate of ore movement
should not continue.
Record traffic may be on the way
We often have looked with longing at
the record traffic of 1928 and 1929 and
wondered If it ever would come again.
Well, it may be on the way. Were it not
for the fact that it is due to war, what
a liappy prospect that would be! But the
Job is vastly more important than it could
be under other circumstances, and calls
for the very best efforts of every officer
and employee. Of course, the railway
part of the country's total transportation
now is only about two-thirds. The car
riers which handle the other third, or
about half as much as the railroads, are
essential parts of the national transport
system, too. Dislocations are occurring
by reason of diminishing some of these
others, for example, the taking of tankers
from the Gulf to Atlantic service. It is
certain that by reason of this diversion
tank cars owned or leased by oil com
panies will come into use again up to
their full capacity.
I feel that it would be appropriate for
me to tell you what a splendid job you
have been, and are doing, in oper
ating the railroads of the country. I
see the reports of the individual roads
and for the country as a whole, and I
know what they Indicate, Also, from
many sources—from shippers, from
builders of defense plants and canton
ments, from officers of the Army and
Navy, and from otlier Government offi
cers responsible for various aspects of
the defense program—I hear the same
story; the railroad superintendents and





The greatest monthly movement of iron
ore in the history of the Great Ijakes—
11,081,199 long tons—was carried by the
lake cargo fieet during May, Transpor
tation Commissioner Budd announced
June 2.
Total lake ore movement for this sea
son was brought to 18,035,000 long tons
at the end of May, as compared with
7,743,000 long tons during the corre
sponding period in 1940.
"This record-breaking transportation
achievement," Mr. Budd said, "has been
the result of advance planning and full
cooperation on the part of all involved
In the production and transportation of
iron ore from the point of origin to final
destination, including mining companies,
railroads, the carriers on the Great Lakes,





Freight carloadings during the week
ended May 31 totaled 801,783 cars, an
Increase of 25.5 percent over the 639,120
cars loaded during the corresponding
week In 1S40. By reason of the Decora
tion Day holiday, however, loadings de
creased under the level of 866,017 cars
registered during the week ended May
24 this year.
In comparison with the corresponding
week in 1940 which also included the holi
day, substantial increases were reported
in all major commodity items with the
exception of livestock which showed a de
crease of 14,8 percent. The commodity
details follow:
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AGRICULTUR
U. S. can feed self and Britain without
meatless^ milkless days, Wickard believes
ficiently to supply British needs, and in
addition to furnish the United States with
as many eggs as we ever used in the year
of greatest egg consumption in the past.
We hope to increase milk production
enough to supply Britain's needs for milk
products, and, in addition, maintain our
own average consumption at the level of
the last 4 years. The production of
canned tomatoes is to be increased sub
stantially over that of last year, and the
production of all types of dried beans by
35 percent. Pork production is to be
as high as possible; the spring farrow-
ings this year are smaller than last, but
the hogs are being marketed at weights
above the average, and the total supply
should be larger than the average of
recent years.
Working together
"If our farmers were not organized In
voluntary, coordinated, national farm
programs, we would be absolutely in the
dark as to how much we could produce.
But, with national farm programs an
actual fact, farmers are in a position to
work together and produce what is
needed."
Secretary of Agriculture Wickard this
week assured the Nation that American
farmers can produce enough food to give
the United States an adequate diet and
stUI have enough left over to meet Great
Britain's needs.
"If we have just ordinary growing
weather," Secretary Wickard said, "I
think we can avoid the meatless days
and milkless days of the First World
War. There may be times when we may
wish we had more of certain foods. It is
conceivable, of course, that we might
even have to cut down on consumption
of one or two commodities for brief
periods. But, generally speaking, unless
we have a drought of some unforeseen
emergency, we'll have enough for our
selves and Britain too.
Ever>normal granary helps
"One reason we will be able to pro
duce enough is that we have the ever-
normal granary—with an abundant sup
ply of feed grains—sufficient to meet al
most any situation that may arise. An
other reason Is that, under the national
farm programs, the American farmers
have conserved and protected our soil
resources, and this soil fertility can now
be used for added protection.
"Of course, where export markets have
been lost, we need to cut down on pro
duction. Wheat is an example. We
have more wheat than we are likely to
need for ourselves or anyone else. So
the sensible thing to do is to grow less
wheat. On May 31 wheat growers voted
4 to 1 in favor of marketing quotas for
wheat. Similar quotas already are in
effect on two other principal export crops,
cotton and tobacco.
Food crops beiag increased
"Simultaneously with the reduction of
crops for which we have lost our export
markets, we are increasing the produc
tion of needed food crops. We are ex
panding the production of foodstuffs such
as tomatoes, dried beans, eggs, poultry,
pork, and dairy products. We need these
farm products in greater abundance—for
better nutrition in the United States—
and for our fiiends abroad.
"The thing I would like to emphasize is
this: American agriculture can make the
adjustments that are necessary to meet
changing conditions. This is something
that we could not do in the period
of the First World War. Then we had a
brief spree of seeming prosperity and
after that a long hangover of farm
depression.
Adjustin^^ production upward
"Today, farmers have had 8 years' ex
perience In working together to achieve
production adjustment on a national
scale. The same machinery that has
been used In the past to adjust produc
tion dovmward can be used just as effec
tively in adjusting production upward.
according to need. This is true of acre
age adjustments and storage. • •
"As I have said, we are using this flex
ible agricultural plant right now to in
crease production of some products. In
line with our policy to furnish food for
Great Britain and to safeguai'd our own
domestic needs.
"Egg production is to be increased suf
Total milk production
needed in evaporating
The Department of Agriculture has ap
pealed to its field workers to exert every
effort to encourage dairymen to increase
the production of milk in areas equipped
to make cheese and evaporated milk so
there will be sufficient quantities of these
products for Great Britain as well as
domestic consumption.
Secretary Wickard made the appeal in
similar letters to the Extension Service,
the Agricultural Adjustment Administra
tion, and other Department bureaus hav
ing field staffs.
The Secretary's letter, modified
sightly for the different bureaus, follows
in part:
A few weeks ago I announced the need
for an increase In total milk production
by 6 to 8 percent to meet our domestic
requirements for dairy products and to
furnish the cheese and evaporated milk
required by Great Britain and her Al
lies. At that time 1 indicated that most
of the Increase in milk production should
be in those areas where there are facih-
ties for making cheese and evaporated
milk.
up but more is
and cheese regions
Recent information indicates that,
while there appears to have been a sat
isfactory increase in total milk produc
tion. the current rate of producing milk
for cheese and for evaporated milk is con
siderably below that necessary to furnish
sufficient quantities of these two products
for lend-lease purchases and for our own
people as well.
Our ability to supply these quantities
will depend a good deal upon increasing
the supply of milk in those areas sur
rounding cheese and evaporated-milk
plants.
The total production of American
Cheddar cheese in the last 12 months was
about 605 million pounds and the total
production of evaporated milk was 58
million cases. On the basis of antici
pated requirements, cheese production
should be increased by about one-third
and evaporated-milk production by about
one-fourth. It now appears that there
will be an outlet at favorable prices for
all the cheese and evaporated milk that
can be produced during the next 12
months.
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STATE AND LOCAL COOPERATION
35 States provide financially for defense
councils^ 19 by direct appropriation
Financial pi-ovision for the operation
of State defense councils had been made
in 35 States up to May 26, according to
reports received by the Division of State
and Local Cooperation. The legislatures
of 19 States have thus far appropriated
funds directly for the use of the councils
while in 16 others the councils receive
financial assistance through executive ac
tion. Appropriation bills are now pend
ing in several States.
Seven of the States which have made
special appropriations are concentrated
in the northeastern part of the country.
They are: Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Massachusetts. New Hampshire, New Jer
sey, New York, and Pennsylvania. Two
southern coastal States, Florida and
South Carolina, also have made appro
priations for their defense councils.
OtKerprovisions for aid
In a number of States the administra
tive expenses of the council are paid from
the contingent or emergency funds of the
Governor. In others, personnel from the
regular goveramental agencies is desig
nated to assist in the defense activities.
Pollov/ing are the States which had
made direct appropriations, and the
amounts available for the councils of de
fense. according to reports received to
May 26: Arkansas, $13,200 for the bien-
Pittsburgh defense
council organizes
The 200 civic. Industrial, military, ed
ucational, and labor leaders appointed by
Mayor Cornelius Skully to the Pittsburgh
Defense Council held their organization
meeting May 29. At the invitation of
Mayor Skully. Daniel W. Hoan. Associate
Director of the Division of State and
Local Cooperation and former mayor of
Milwaukee, explained to the council the
objectives of the Federal Government In
matters of home defense.
Mayor Skully, in addressing the group,
said: "We must be ready for any
thing. • • • Our slogan is not busi
ness as usual. It Is production as never
before." The mayor suggested a number
of problems for the council to work on
Immediately, such as the housing short
age and low nutrition standards.
nium ending June 30. 1943; Connecticut,
$50,000 for each of the next 2 years;
Florida, $50,000 for the year beginning
July 1,1941; Illinois, $15,000 appropriated
to date, further appropriations pending;
Indiana, $200,000 for a State Defense
Fund; Iowa, $10,000 to June 30, 1941;
$40,000 for biennium ending June 30,
1941; Massachusetts. $17,500 appropri
ated to date, further appropriation pend
ing; Michigan, $10,000 until June 30.1941;
$45,000 per annum for biennium; Mon
tana. $2,500 made immediately available;
Nebraska, $7,500 for biennium ending
June 30, 1943; New Hampshire, $1,500 to
June 30. 1941, $10,000 for biennium end
ing June 30. 1943; New Jersey. $11,200
for year beginning July 1. 1941, previous
appropriations of $3,750; New Mexico,
$3,187 allocated to council for first 6
months of 1941; New York, $25,000 each
for fiscal years ending June 30,1941, and
June 30. 1942, $250,000 made available
by certlflicate of intent: Pennsylvania,
$25,000 immediately available; Rhode
Island, $5,000 for fiscal year beginning
July 1,1941; South Carolina, $75,000 until
June 30,1942; Tennessee, $4,200 for fiscal
year ending June 30. 1941, $8,400 for
following biennium; Washington, $40,000




National and loc^ price trends are
brought to the attention of New Jersey
citizens through the "Consumer News
Letter," issued twice a month by the
Consumer Interests Committee of the
New Jersey State Defense Council, Pur
poses of the publication are to Inform the
consumer as to unjustified price rises
and other forms of profiteering, to aid in
protection of the consumer in his role of
producer, and to help raise substandard
living conditions.
A recent issue of the News Letter char
acterized the recognition given the con
sumer by the defense program as "new
as television and nylon stockings," but
as "necessary as guns, ammunition, and
airplanes."
Indiana provides for local
defense directors and councils
plans to bring defense activities close
to the Individual citizen have been
launched by the Indiana State Council of
Defense, of which Clarence A. Jackson
is civilian defense director. Under the
plan, defense councils and town, city,
and county civilian defense directors are
now being chosen.
Local activities are to be coordinated
through a defense council for each of the
92 counties. Council.^ are also to be set
up in principal cities and towns.
Each coimty defense council is to con
sist of: (1) A county civilian defense di
rector appointed by the State director
with approval of the State advisory and
administrative defense councils (for these
two councils, see Defense, May 6.1941);
(2) certain county officials and others;
and (3) representatives of municipalities.
Those who are to represent a county
are: The sheriff, a commissioner selected
by the board of county commissioners,
the health officer, a representative from
the ccunty federation of women's clubs
selected by that organization, the super
intendent of schools, the agricultural
agent, the welfare diiector, and a repre
sentative from the county medical society.
Each city or town civilian defense di
rector is to serve as a member of the
county defense council. A city of over
50.000 in population is entitled to an
additionai representative on the county
defense body for each additional 50.000
people or fraction thereof. The mu
nicipal civilian defense directors are to
be chosen at meetings called by the mayor
or president of the town board of trus
tees and attended by the following per
sons: Fire chief, police chief, park super
intendent, city school superintendent,
secretary of the board of health, com
manders of the American Legion and
Veterans of Foreign Wars, a represent
ative from the Chamber of Commerce or
similar business organization, and a rep
resentative from each of the labor, civic,




Organization of the North Dakota
State Council of Defense got under way
on May 28 when Gov. John Moses an
nounced appointment of seven members
and a temporary secretary to the council.
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Women's Defense School among varied
activities of Massachusetts council
A Women's Civilian Defense School Is
now in operation In Massachusetts ac
cording to information received by the
Division of State and Local Cooperation.
This is but one of many defense activities
in which the State is engaged. The work
of the Massachusetts Committee on Pub
lic Safety, which Is the State Defense
Council, is divided into five major fields:
Protection. Health and Social Service,
Services and Supplies, Planning, and
Public Information.
The Women's Civilian Defense School
is said to be the first of its kind In this
country. The school, with an attendance
of about 300. aims to train women in de
fense work with the idea that they, in
tui'n, will conduct other schools.
Plans to protect public treasures
The State council has also initiated
plans for the removal and protection of
valuable collections of the Boston Mu
seum of Pine Arts, the Boston Public
Library, and the Massachusetts Ar
chives.
A summary of the work of the council's
five major divisions follows.
The Protection Division has published
an "Air Raid Wardens' Manual," de
signed to aid local committees In estab
lishing and training the Air Raid Warn
ing Service. The Women's Civilian De
fense School and an Air Raid Protection
School for men are sponsored by this
Division. Numerous charts, bulletins,
and letters have been sent to local chair
men and committees with suggestions
and plans for the organization, recruit
ing, and training of personnel.
The Health and Social Services Divi
Connecticut defense council
set up under 1941 act
Fourteen members have recently been
appointed to the Connecticut State
Council of Defense which was established
by law on April 25.1941, and which super
sedes the council appointed by the Gov
ernor in June 1940.
Officers of the council are Gov. Robert
A. Hurley, chairman, and Col. Samuel
H. Fisher, vice chairman and adminis
trator. Of the other members, four are
State officials and eight are citizens
drawn from industrial, labor, agricul
tural, and other fields.
sion has published a model plan for im
mediate medical aid at the scene of a
disaster and for prompt transportation
to hospitals. Arrangements are being
made so that each community may ulti
mately have a full complement of doc
tors, surgeons, X-ray operators, nurses,
and women volunteers. Local commit
tees are being developed in every town
for control of contagious diseases, hy
giene, sanitation, and nutrition.
The Services and Supplies Division is
attempting "to insure adequate and con
tinuous supplies for the civilian popula
tion, and to provide uninterrupted trans
portation facilities, communications,
public utilities, and other essential serv
ices."
Defense informatioa to be collected
Twenty-three different undertakings,
in seven general fields, are reported under
way in the Planning Division. Projects
for State-wide mapping and collection of
information vital to defense have been
started. An essential part of the work is
compilation of technical information,
surveys and statistical work, and the col
lection of publications on air-raid precau
tions, evacuation, and gener.<)l civilian
defense. This Division is responsible also
for the removal and protection of art
collections and historical documents.
The Public Information Division re
ports that editors throughout the State
have given the "finest kind of coopera
tion" in handling civilian defense news
releases. Radio programs are given twice
a week. Over 500 men and women are
being trained as speakers to fill en
gagements in all sections of the
Commonwealth.
Soldiers visiting Washington
to have recreational area
A recreational area with camp facil
ities for 1,000 men soon will be available
for soldiers visiting Washington, the War
Department has announced.
Brig. Gen. James A. Ullo, chief of the
Morale Branch, who is supervising the
Army's recreational area program, said
the camp will be built across the Potomac
River from Washington and north of the
western approach to the Arlington Me
morial Bridge on a site formerly occupied
by a Civilian Conservation Corps camp.
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Good Neighbor medical grads
to get U. S. interneships
Special interneships in university hos
pitals and clinics in the United States
will be awarded to outstanding graduates
of medical schools in the other Ameri
can Republics for the coming academic
year, according to an announcement by
Nelson Rockefeller, Coordinator of Com
mercial and Cultural Relations between
the American Republics.
The plan was conceived by a group
of teachers in five leading United States
medical schools and carried out through
a cooperative arrangement between the
Office of the Coordinator, the Pan Ameri
can Sanitary Bureau, and the participat
ing hospitals and clinics.
Commenting on the arrangement, Mi".
Rockefeller said, "It has always been the
conviction of those close to the problem
of hemisphere solidarity that mutual
professional Interest is a sure ground for
building friendship."
To arrive in August
Winners of the awards will be wel
comed in Washington in August by
Dr. Hugh S, Cumming, director of the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau. The
interval between their arrival in the
United States and the opening of the fall
term, it is hoped, will serve as a period of
orientation during which they will extend
their knowledge of English medical
terminology. Following this they will
proceed to their assigned hospitals.
Among the university hospitals partici
pating are: Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,
Boston City Hospital. Harvard Univer
sity, Boston, University of California
Hospital, San Fiancisco; New York Hos
pital, Cornell University, and Presby
terian Hospital, Columbia University,
New York City; Duke Hospital. Durham.
N. C.; Johns Hopkins Hospital. Balti
more: Stanford University Hospital. San
Francisco; Charity Hospital, Tulane Uni
versity, New Orleans: Vanderbilt Uni
versity Hospital, Nashville; University of
Virginia Hospital, Charlottesville: Belle-
vue Hospital, New York University, and
Bellevue Medical College, New York City;
Albany Hospital, Union University, Al
bany, N. Y.: Frank Billings Medical
Clinic, University of Chicago; Cincin
nati General Hospital, University of Cin
cinnati; University Hospital, Iowa
University. Iowa City; University Hos
pital, Syracuse University College of
Medicine, Syracuse, N. Y.; Barnes Hos
pital, Washington University. St. Louis:
State of Wisconsin General Hospital,
University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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CIVILIAN DEFENSE ;
All national groups welcomed in civilian
defense—but only as all-Americans
r J ,
The hyphen is no longer acceptable in
America, Mayor P. H. LaGuardia, direc
tor of the Office of Civilian Defense, de
clared June 8 at the conclusion of the
first part of his tour of three Army Corps
areas.
"It had to come sometime and it might
as well be now," Mayor LaGuardia said.
"In the national defense emergency,
there is no such thing as a hyphenated
American. Prom now on an Icelandic-
American or Arabic-American or Arme
nian-American is 'out.'"
Mayor LaGuardia said. "The Office of
Civilian Defense will welcome the par
ticipation of every national group in the
cosmopolitian American population but
everyone will be recognized solely as
'American.'"
Mayor LaGuardia concluded a week of
conference on matters affecting protec
tion of civilians and of property with
military. State, and municipal authori
ties in Columbus. Ohio (Fifth Army Corps
Area), Baltimore (Third Army Corps
Area), and Boston (First Army Corps
Area).
Bricker heads Ohio set-up
Participating in the Columbus meeting
were Maj. Gen, C. A. Trott, Commander
of the Fifth Area, Gov. John W. Bricker
of Ohio, Mayor Floyd Green of Columbus,
Mayor Edward Blythin of Cleveland, and
others.
Mayor LaGuardia named Governor
Bricker as Federal Director of Civilian
Defense for Ohio, and Mayor Green for
the metropolitian district of Columbus.
The four States represented at the con
ference included Indiana, Ohio, West Vir
ginia, and Kentucky. Present were the
mayors of Toledo, Youngstown, Akron,
Canton, Springfield, and Dayton, Ohio;
Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, Evansville,
Gary, and Hammond, Ind.; Wheeling,
Charleston, and Huntington. W. Va., and
Louisville. Covington, and Lexington, Ky.
Confers in Battiiaore
The mayor spent Friday in Baltimore,
where he conferred with Maj. Gen.
Walter S. Brant, Commander of the Third
Area, Gov. Herbert O'Conor. and Mayor
Howard W. Jackson of Baltimore. Among
those with whom he conferred also were
the heads of the Baltimore Red Cross
organization, and Mrs. John L. White-
hurst, president of the American Federa
tion of Women's Clubs. He designated
Governor O'Conor as Federal Director of
Civilian Defense for Maryland and. be
cause of the peculiar problems involved,
named Mayor Jackson as Federal Direc
tor for the Baltimore area.
The mayor emphasized in a lengthy
conference with mayors and other public
officials from Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, and the District of Columbia,
the following basic problems involved in
civilian defense: Organization of auxili
ary fire-flghting units, sanitation and
decontamination sQuads, and first-aid
units.
Emphasizes discipline
"Panic," the mayor told the conferees,
"is the thing to be avoided under all cir
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cumstances. Up to now, the American
pedj^Je have not been disciplined. As the
defend organizations take tangible form,
the emphasis must be on discipline of
every- volunteer in every organization.
Thereafter it will be necessary to educate
the citizenship generally on the absolute
necessity of obeying instructions to the
letter. They will have to understand,
for example, that their own home is a
much safer place to be than in the street
watching what goes on.
"The streets must be kept free for the
rapid movement of fire and police and
other apparatus in an emergency and for
the removal of debris."
Mayor LaGuardia reiterated his previ
ous declaration that no city in the United
States at present can afford to buy the
additional fire equipment necessary under
the program. He pointed out further
that even if the money were available,
the equipment is not and that it would
be a year at least before it could be made
available.
Massachusetts leaders named
At the meeting in Boston earlier In
the week, Mayor LaGuardia conferred
with Gov. Leverett Saltonstall of Massa
chusetts, Maj. Gen. James A. Woodruff,
commander of the First Corps area,
Mayor Maurice Tobin of Boston, and Ad
miral William T. Tarrant, commander
of the first naval district. The mayor
named Governor Saltonstall director of
Civilian Defense for the State, and Mayor
Tobin Federal director for the metro
politan district of Boston.
Mayor LaGuardia contemplates visits
shortly with State and local officials in
each of the other six Army Corps areas.
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